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XECUTIVE SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The development objective of the project is 

"to form an essential and heretofore insufficiently available element of the development 
infrastructure for marine affairs". 

The immediate objectives of the project are: 
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- to create the institutional infracstructure for four self-sustaining operational centres led by 
Directors or Coordinators and Advisory Boards each carrying out activities in collaboration with 101 

adquarters which include coordinatior  tio on dissc and exchange, 
ary networking, funding development ks with a$ institutions; and 

, - - to formulate and develop training programmes wnlcn nave elements ot pol~cy research, cirriculum 
and course development, training of teachers, a scholarship programme, workshops for decision 
makers and 101 alumni, a masters degree programme and a programme for evaluating the efficacy 
and effectiveness of the courses. 

The ovc 
weeks ( 

3rall pUtput of the is four operational centres capable of providing1300 participant 
)f training per year, of stimulating and coordinating marine and coastal policy research and of 
I and updating training programmes. 

The project has made good progress in the establishment of the infrastructure for the four centres. 
Centres have been established in Dakar, Suva, Madras, and San Jose (Costa Rica). The four Directors 
are committed individuals, each with a sound institutional base and potential for outreach on a regional 
and global basis. The host institutions for each of the four centres have entered into formal 
agreements with 101 and through these are providing a considerable amount of office space, 
administrative support and staff-time for the Directors to look after 101 affairs. Mid-way through the 
project it is clear that of the funds available to implement the overall 101 programme of activities only a 
portion are coming from UNDP sources. A high percentage of the project funds are being used for 
fellowships for course participants and for networking and consultative meetings at the Board and 
Director level. At the same time it is also clear that 101's current level of activfty could not be sustained 
without the UNDP project funding. 

With respect to course development and outreach, thslo d e n  notable progress in the 
development of course materials and the number of individuals attending training courses. 



Particularly significant has been the progress achieved in providing a sound pedagogical basis for the 
,- 

courses through the gradual adoption of TRAIN-X methodology and employing a more integrated and 
consolidated approach tc the traditional 101 courses. Some outstanding course materials have been 
developed (eg, the Coastal Resource Economics Course by 101-Suva) that have potential for wide 
use by institutions within and outside the 101 network. The 'decision-makers" seminars have already 
played a role in catalyzing the establishment of a national cabinet-level committee in Fiji to serve as an 
integrating mechanism for dealing with ocean and coastal issues, and the establishment of a multi- 
sectoral, integrated pr9gramme on oceans withi:: the University of San Jose. The exchange of 
experience as well as course materials between the centres supported by the project is increasing to 
their own benefit, but also to the benefit of the 101 system as a whole. 

101 Headquarters has played a pivotal role in convening coordination and course planning meetings at 
the Director level. The 101 founder has been the major source of policy advice and in fund-raising 
initiatives. 101 Headquarters in collaboration with UNIOPS has also established sound project 
implementation procedures including for budgeting of regional workplans, for aquiring equipment and 
for funding fellowships. 

The Future 

Some immediate objectives and areas of activity have not progressed as forseen and need to receive 
attention during the remainder of the project. 
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nands for The establishment of the new centres has led to increased den course materials and support 
from 101 Headquarters. The twice yearly meetings of the Directors and 101 Board has been the main 
vehicle for addressing these issues, but this approach is no longer adequate. A more hands-on 
approach to collaboration between 101 Headquarters needs to be pursued to assist the centres in 
formulating regional priorities and programmes that are compatible with the vision and approach of 101 

; stated in the project document. ,- 

ct, the esl .. ... . nt of the fj . .  . lain output forseen to be catalyzed by the proje our centres, is 
somewhat narrower in scope than the overall set of actwries Delng unaenaKen oy 101 globally, which 
the project document implies are already well in-hand. The two main examples are the lead role 101 is 
playing in convening a series of regional consultations of the World Commission on Oceans and the 
preparation of its report for the UN Commission on Sustainable Development for 1996, and a meeting 
of Pacem in Maribus which is planned to be held in San Jose in late 1995 (one was already convened 
with the assistance of 101-Madras during the project period). Some of the centres involved in these 
events are already at risk of spreading their efforts too thin. There is an opportunity cost in that less 
effort is concentrated on activities that contribute to course development and implementation and 

ng the long term financial viability of the centres. This is a particula ant consideration for 
s that are in the formative stages of their establishment and evolut 

rly importi 
ion. 

I ne regional outreach of the centres is still limited and needs to be extended in order to ensure that 
their role is relevant to regional and national requirements for training. While 101-Suva and 101-Madras 
have begun to develop their regional scope, efforts have been more passive than vigorously pro- 
active: 101-San Jose and 101-Dakar have not begun to develop a regional scope but are still 

ntrating o I their role within their own institutions and nationally. concel 

Tne e! 

n definin~ 

ent of strc 
- - -  - a  -- dablishm~ brig linkages and coordination with other regional programmes such as those 

unaer the auspices or negional Seas Conventions, IOCNnesco and FA0 has not really developed as 
much as implied by the stated intentions of the project document. While some of these programmes 
exhange information and support some 101 training activities, active collaboration in planning and 
convening of training programmes does not take place as a regular feature. 



The establishment of Advisory Committees for the new centres that play the active role defined in the 
project document has only been partially achieved. The extent to which regional Advisory 
Committees have aided the centres in developing regional programmes of activities, outreach and 
fund-raising has been fairly limited; the focus has mainly been on technical advice. The centres still 
remain highly dependent on 101 Headquarters, but in particular on the 101 founder, as a source of 
guidance and for fund-raising. The 101 Board plays a passive rather than a proactive role in assisting in 
the implementation of 101's global programme of activities includina the UNDP project and in fund- 
raising. 

Conclusions and ProspedS 

The project has made a great deal of progress with the establishment of the centres and the 
development of good pedagical materials for courses and workshops. However, some of the activities 
forseen by the project are not proceeding within the time frame of the project, for example the 
preparation of course materials by the two Centres most recently established, and active collaboration 
with other international programmes. This situation can be rectified by 101 Headquarters and the 
regional centres if more attention is focussed on the specified outputs of the project, ie, belf- 
sufficient permanent operational centres capable of 1300 participant weeks of training per year", and 
"course development". This implies more effort on ensuring better linkages with other institutions as 
forseen in the project document and in ensuring that funds are available for continuing the activities 
initiated through the project by the time of its termination. Refocussing implies that less effort should 
be expended by centres to implement global 101 activities, such as the meetings of the Commission 
on Oceans, during their formative stages. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendations to be found in the body of the report are listku ~laraalter. for convience. Numbers 
in brackets refer to paragraphs in the main body of the report in \ for the 
recommendations are discussed. 

which the rationale 

Develo~ment Obiective. Immediate Obiectives. Out~uts and Acrmoes 

1. The next Director's and Board Meeting should consider the made in this 
evaluation and the objectives and activities to be carried out within the context of the UNDP project; 
on the basis of this review, 101 in collaboration with UNDP should revise, where necessary the 
workplan and time-table of the project (1 1-26). 

on the Effect~veness of 101 Trainina Activities 

2. A 'needs" analysis for 101 courses globally and on a region by region basis should be carried out, 
the results synthesized and recommendations articulated as an input to future meetings of the 101 
Course Development Committee; it should include an analysis of the comparative advantages 101 
possesses for training on specific issues and others where collaboration should be pursued (27-30). 

3. The "needs analysis" recommended above should be augmented with more frequent 'hands- 
on" assistance from 101 Headquarters in formulating the approaches to be taken for training and 
awareness exercises by each 101 Regional Centre (31-33). 

4. Follow-up on the determination of a need for, and development of credit courses in the academic 
institutions associated with 101 Centers, with a view to developing a masters-level degree course (34). 

5. For 101 globally and for each Regional Centre, formulate a plan for outreach and dissemination of 
information, including provision for linkages with other intemational and regional programmes (33-36). 
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rle bu unit of the Train-Sea-Coast nbrwurn arlu u[rmrs hralrrau 111 course development should 
:ipate reg[ 8 of the centres so that the overall approach of 101 
#paring co la1 level is rationalized (3740). 

7. In consultation with the Directors of the Regional Centres, reassess the need for a 'library 
e;:: :angem capability and take appropriate steps to follow up on the findings (41). 

8. Prepare a vision statement including an explanation of its context in relationship to UNCLOS, 
Agenda 21, related conventions, etc. and promulgate it widely through the 101 network.; disseminate 
a summary of the UNDP project including its context, aims and intended outputs (42). 

9. Prepare a 'corporate" strategy for 101 based on the vision statement and formulate a workplan and 
timetable for activities to be carried out by specific Board Members (43). 

10. Pn 
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3gy and goals and an "operational manual" for use by new 101 
(44). 

11. Formulate a workplan and timetable for more frequent missions to 101 Regional Centres by the 
Executive Director, Founder and selected Board members (44). 

12. Develop a plan for "regionalizing" the membership of the 101 Board, in particular taking into 
account the geographic distribution of 101 Centres (44). 

' 13. Take action to ensure that each centre establishes a formal Advisory Committee which includes f i  
individuals that can actively assist the Directors in formulation and implementation of 101 regional 
activities (45). 

14. Formulate a workplan and timetable for activities to be purst 
Committee including the development of regional strategies, ou 
efforts (45). 

led by eac 
treach ac 

ch Regional Advisory 
tivities and fund-raising 

Host Institution/ 101 Aareement~ 

15. For each 101 regional centre determine the optimum legal status that will ensure their long-term 
existence and take steps for obtaining such status for each centre (46). 



16. A financial plan for ensuring continuity of the work of each of the centres after the termination of 
the project should be formulated and implemented as soon as possible (47-52). 

ln~uts from Proiect Partnee and 
Proiect Fxecution Arranaements 

17. Prepare a brief note describing operational procedures to be followed for the administration and 
implementation of the GEF project and for others where appropriate (53). 

18. The TRAIN-SEA-COAST Coordination Unit should become more actively involved in 
development of training materials on a region-by-region basis by participating in the implementation of 
the 'needs" analysis recommended above (54). 

19. Take steps to improve the routine communications linkages between the centres and 101 
Headquarters, in particular by establishment of e-mail linkages where appropriate (especially Malta) , 
and more frequent use of conference calls involving the regional centres 

20. 101 Headquarters and 101 regional Directors should establish contact with UNEPIOCA-PAC and 
subsequently the appropriate coordinators for specific regional seas (especially for SPREP, West 
Africa, the wider Caribbean, Indian Ocean and Asia) and agree on a mechanism, activities and steps for 
ensuring future collaboration (57-58). 

K- 2 1. In cooperation with UNDP cany out an analysis of UNDP activities and projects that are potentially 
related to 101 activities and determine how collaborative linkages between these and 101 might be 
forged (57-58). 

22. The original aims for the research component under the project needs to be reassessed and a 
framework, and workplan for research efforts should be formulated (59). 

23. Formulate and implement a programme of evaluating the long-term effect of courses including 
their contribution to achieving the development objective of the project (60-61). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. The project was funded through tranche //of the Pilot Phase of the Global Environment Facility. 
The project was to run for 30 months beginning in July 1993, when the project document was signed; 
some components of the project have been rephased because of delays in the start-up of 101-Dakar 
and 101-San Jose (originally forseen to be established in Colombia). The project is now scheduled to 
terminate in the first half of 1996. The project budget is $2.6 million. It is executed by UN/OPS and 
the International Ocean Institute (101) a global, non-governmental organization in close consultation 
with UNDP Headquarters. It is a free standing technical assistance project. 

2. The objective for this evaluation was to assess the continuing relevance of the "develo~ment 
d&ctiven of the project, other objectives and planned activities and the effectiveness of the project 
based on experience gained in implementation during the first half of the project period. Account ,- 

was to be taken of: 

- the project's impact on the effectiveness of 101 training activities; 

- the quality of training materials and pedagogical approaches; 

- the effectiveness of the projects's institutional structure including contributions by Regional 
Advisory Councils, 101's Board of Governors, Directors meetings, Course Development 
Committee Meetings and the TRAIN-SEA-COAST Central Coordinating Unit in New York; 

- Government and host institution awareness of, and compliance with their signed agreements 
with 101; 

- the sustainability of the 101 Regional Centres after the termination of the project; 

- the timeliness and effectiveness of project inputs from the executing bodies, Governments 
and the Train-Sea-Coast activities of UN/DAOLOS; and 

- the effectiveness of project execution arrangements. 

3. This review took place during the period May - June 1995. The evaluator visited the Malta 
Headquarters of 101 and the four Regional Centres supported by the project where he examined 
course materials and facilities, reviewed workplans for future courses, interviewed Directors, staff, 
course alumni, regional Board Members and officials of host institutions. In addition the evaluator 
participated in a meeting of the 101 International Board and Centre Directors (Malta. May 1995) and he 



visited the UN complex in New '(ork to interview officials of UNDP, UNIOPS and TRAIN-SEA-COAST. 
During the course of the evaluation advantage was also taken of opportunities to discuss the current 
relevance of the project aims with officials of UNIDOALOS, the CSD, the GEF Units of UNDP and 
UNEP, UNEP-OCWAC. IOC and the Coordinator for the project on Land-Oceans Interactions in the 
Coastal Zone (LOICZ) of the IGBP. 

Context of the Proier;t 

'he stated 'flevelo~ment obiectiven in the project document is 

nent of thi "to form an essential and heretofore insufficiently available eler: 
infrastructure for marine affairsn. 
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- improve the sustainable productive capacity ( 3f the ma1 ine envin 

- increase the contribution of developing countries to ocean man agement. 
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6. The overall strategy of 101 to achieve these goals is to establish a nu1 ~gional operational 
centres that will serve as vehicles for focussing attention on oceans related issues, providing training 
on the management of the exclusive economic zones and initiating research programmes to deal with 
local and regional concerns. The main project output is to be four self-sufficient, permanent 
operational centres capable of providing about 1300 participant weeks of training per year, and 
stimulating and I ing policy research within and among regions, and of creating and updating 
training material, 

coordinati 

7. There are lwo main immediate ohiectAs of the project. The first is to create the institutional 
infrastructure for the four operational centres (Central America, Pacific, Africa, Asia) including provision 
for: appointing Directors; providing some administrative support; establishing capabilities for 
networking electronically (including the 101 information and knowledge base) and otherwise; the 
dissemination of information through newsletters and other printed material and reports, and through 
mediacoverage of 101 activities such as Pacem in Maribus; and through contacts with the 101 network 
of alumni. 

8. It is forseen that 101 would develop substantial 'non-UNDPn financial support for the operational 
centres in collaboration with the advisory councils to be established for each centre. In addition, 101 
and the regional centres would reinforce existing capabilities through providing active networks 
concerned with ocean affairs. This was forseen to include enhancing collaborative linkages with, and 
coordination arrangements with relevant organzations within the UN system such as FAO, IOC- 
Unesco, IMO, UN/DOALOS, and others. The project document highlights the already 'intensive" 
cooperation with UNEP's Regional Seas Programmes in the Mediterranean and Caribbean and states 
that there will be intensified collaboration in the South Pacific, West Africa. and the Indian Ocean. 

9. I3 te obiectivg is development of training programmes. The project is intended 
to build on the traditional training programmes of 101 (focussed on marine technology, management of 
the EEZ and regional cooperation and development) by preparing new courses focussing on small 
islands, coastal planning. policy making and convening workshops for decision makers. Other 
elements forseen to augment the training programme include: research, cirriculum and course 
development, provision of training for those implementing courses and scholarships for participants. 
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II. ANALYSES AND RECOMMENDED ACTIONS 

10. The analysis and recommendations presented in this section follow in the same order as the 
issues of concern presented in the terms of reference for the evaluation (Section C, Annex 1). Other 
issues not explicit in the Terms of Refence follow in Section Ill. 

Obiective. I m m m  Ob~alves. Out~uts and A c t w h  . . . . 

1 1. As mentioned in Section I, the stated de I t  objecth re in the F cument is 

90 form an essential and heretvroru ~~~sufficiently available element or r r lu  ua~elopment 
infrastructure for marine affairs". 

12. Is this objective still relevant? 

13. It is widely recognized that much more emphasis needs to be given to informing decision makers 
about the plight of the marine environment and to training individuals how to manage marine and 
coastal resources. Awareness building and training have been priorties on the agenda of many fora 
and prominent in many strategic documents concerning the marine environment for at least the last 20 
years. Thus the 'development objective" of the project still remains legitimate in the short time since 
the project was conceived. The public awareness and training a t i i e s  catalyzed by the project which 
are aimed at increasing the number of individuals concerned about developing the use of marine /1 
resources while conserving the essential nature of their environment should continue to be seen as a 
contribution to the development aim. 

14. At the same time it is useful to assess whether the'imrnediate objectives and planned outputs for 
the project are being achieved and if so, whether the project is therefore fulfilling its development 
objective, or whether action needs to be taken to change the priority for implementing some of the 
forseen activities. 

1 5. The immediate objectives of the 3 project E ire: 

to create the institutional infrastructure for four self-sustaining operational centres led by 
Directors or Coordinators and Advisory Boards, each carrying out activities in collaboration 
with 101 Headquarters including coordination meetings, information dissemination and 

e, library networkina. funding development and establishina institl ks with 
ed institutions; and 

Rional lin exchang 
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to rormulate and develop training programmes which have emnenrs or policy research, 
curriculum and course development, training of teachers, a scholarship programme, 
workshops for decision makers and 101 alumni, a masters degree programme and a 
programme for evaluating the efficacy and effectiveness of the courses. 

16. Thc 
weeks ( 
----A:-- 

9 overall output of the project is four operational centres capable of providing1300 participant 
3f training per year, of stimulating and coordinating marine and coastal policy research and of 

crearlng and updating training programmes. 
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17. Considerable progress has be made in the establishment of the the infrastructure for the four 
centres in Dakar, Suva, Madras and San Jose (Costa Rica). Four Directors have been appointed; they 
are committed individuals, each with a sound institutional base and potential for outreach on a regional 
and qlobal basis. The host institutions for each of the four centres have entered into formal 

zments with 101 and through these are providing office space, administrative support and staff 
for the Directors and Coodinators to look after 101 affairs. A high percentage of the funds 
lble through the UNDP project are used for fellowships for course participants and networking 
onsultative meetings of the 101 Board, regicilal Directors and the Course Development 
nittee. This has been possible because :31, the host institiutions and the Regional Centres have 
fairly successful in raising funds from other sources. Most notable, 101-Suva and the University 

or rne South Pacific will receive about US$10 million from Japanese sources, part of which will 
contribute towards underpinning the infrastructure of 101-Suva and its activities. 

18. With respect to course development and outreach, there has been notable progress in the 
development of course materials and the number of individuals attending training courses. 
Particularly significant has been the progress achieved in providing a sound pedagogical basis for the 
courses through the gradual adoption of TRAIN-X methodology and employing a more integrated and 
consolidated approach to the traditional 101 courses. Some outstanding course materials have been 
developed (eg, the Coastal Resource Economics Course by 101-Suva) that have potential for wide 
use by institutions within and outside the 101 network. At least two of the 'decision-makers" seminars 
have already had the result of contributing to the establishment, in Fiji, of a national cabinet-level 
committee to serve as an integrating mechanism for dealing with ocean and coastal issues, and in San 
Jose of catalyzing the establishment of a multi-sectoral, integrated programme on oceans within the 
University of San Jose. The exchange of experience as well as course materials between the centres 
supported by the project is increasing to their own benefi, but also to the benefit of the 101 system as 
a whol, 

19. Sc a or areas of activil )t yet progressed a! to receive attention 
during tne remainder of the project. 

e. 

weral aim ty have nc s forseen and need 

20. The establishment of the new centres has led to increased demands for course materials and 
support from 101 Headquarters. The twice yearly meetings of the Directors and 101 Board has been the 
main vehicle for addressing these issues, but this approach is no longer adequate. A more hands-on 
approach to collaboration between 101 Headquarters needs to be pursued to assist the centres in 
formulating regional priorities and programmes that are compatible with the vision and approach of 101 
and as explicitly stated in the project document. 

21. The main output forseen to be catalyzed by the project, the establishment of the four centres, is 
somewhat narrower in scope than the overall set of activities being undertaken by 101 globally, which 
the project document implies are already well in-hand. The two main examples are the lead role 101 is 
playing in convening a series of regional consultations of the World Commission on Oceans and the 
preparation of its report for the UN Commission on Sustainable Development for 1996, and a meeting 
of Pacem in Maribus which is planned to be held in San Jose in late 1995 (one was already convened 
with the assistance of 101 Madras during the project period). Some of the centres involved in these 
events are already at risk of spreading their efforts too thin. There is an opportunity cost in that less 
effort is concentrated on activities that contribute to course development and implementation and 
ensuring the long term financial viability of the centres. This is a particularly important consideration for 
centres that are in the formative stages of their establishment and evolution. 

22. The regional outreach of the centres is still limited and needs to be extended in order to ensure 
that their role is relevant to regional and national requirements for training. While 101-Suva and 101- 
Madras have begun to develop their regional scope, efforts have been more passive than vigorously 
pro-active; 101-San Jose and 101-Dakar have not begun to develop a regional scope but are still 
concentrating on defining their role within their own institutions and nationally. 
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e under the auspices of Regional Seas Conventions, lOCNnesco and FA0 has not really 

l o p e d  as much as implied by the stated intentions of the project document. While some of these 
3xhange information and support some 101 training activities, active collaboration in 
convening of training programmes does not take place as a regular feature. 
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24. The establishmer? of Advisory Committees fsr the new centres that play the active role defined in 
the project document has only been partially achieved. The extent to which regional Advisory 
Committees have aided the centres in developing regional programmes of activities, outreach and 
fund-raising has been fairly limited; the focus has mainly been on technical advice. The centres still 
remain highly dependent on 101 Headquarters, but in particular on the 101 founder, as a source of 
guidance and for fund-raising. The 101 Board plays a passive rather than a proactive role in assisting in 
the implementation of 101's global programme of activities including the UNDP project and in fund- 
raising. 

of the iss~ _ _.._I_?_ 

ted to the 
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25. A number ues addressed above are closely relal institutional structure, 
questions of the susra~nability of the Centres that have been ser up rnrough the UNDP project, the 
approaches to preparing training materials, the role of the 101 Board and quarters, and others. 
These and associated recommendations are presented in paragraphs 2 

26. There is however one observation of a general nature concerning the implementation of the 
project which merits mention here. The UNDP project document is not explicit is making a complete 
distinction between the total set of 101 activities globally and those activities which would be funded 
through the project. While the project forsees the establishment of four operational centres and a 
specified amount of training as the specific outputs of the project, the project document describes in 
some detail the ongoing activities of 101 in a way that implies that they are an intimate component of the 
project. As a result it is somewhat difficult to make a judgement about the extent to which the project 
is acheiving its aims. Consequently it is difficult to evaluate the success of project implementation .n. 
without evaluating 101 and all of its activities. The only clear criteria for evaluation is whether the 
Centres are established, become sustainable and are producing the specified number hours of 
training using suitable course materials. The success of the World Commission on Oceans or the 
meetings of Pacem in Maribus should not be taken as a measure of success of the project. At the 
same time, since the distinction between activities supported by the project and those of 101 as a 
whole cannot be clearly distinguished, this evaluation takes the liberty of including a number of 
observations and recommendations that go beyond considering the specific outputs forseen in the 
project document. For the remainderof the project it would be useful if more effort was made to treat 
the project in terms of its specific, forseen outputs, and less like one of many sources of funding for 
101s ongoing, global activities. This would help the centres concentrate on the steps they need to 
take to ensure their long-term future. 

ier the rec 
:*I.:- .I.- - Action 1: the next Director's and Board Meeting shorn wnsrc ations made in this 

evaluation and the objectives and activities to be cam'ed out mcrrrrr lira c.urrranc UI the UNDP project; 
on the basis of this review, I01 in collaboration with UNDP should revise, wssary the 
workplan and time-table of the project. 

where ne 

t lm~act on the Effectiveness of 101 Trainina Actlvltle~ . .. 

2 /. The project has contributed significanrly to increasing the ab i l i  of the 101 system to augment, 
prepare for, and hold courses and seminars related to its traditional focal issues that evolved during 
the negotiation of the UNCLOS, ie, new marine technology, the EEZ and regional cooperation. At 
the same time the new 101 Centres provide an increased outreach which in turn has created new 
demands related to current and emerging issues. Government priorities as expressed in the outcome 
of the World Commission on Environmentt and Development and UNCED compared to those of the 



1972 Stockholm Conference on Enviromment are symptomatic of these changes in priorities over 
time. Agenda 21 (and related conventions on biodiversity and ( 1992 has identified 
issues on which training and awareness activities should now t 
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28. In the intervening years between adoption of UNCLOS and its entry into force a number of 
regional marine conventions and action plans were formulated and had already entered into force; 
some are already in the process of being revised on the basis of experience. These provide a 
perspective on the region-by-region priorities of Wvemments. Therefore, although the UNDP 
project has a positive impact on 101's training activities. the potential niche(s) for 101 to provide training 
and awareness has changed during the last several years. The ocean and coastal issues for which 
there is a need to sensitize governments and decision-makers today are not those that were of 
concern during the founding years of 101, when, for example, the sea-bed mining issue was dominant. 
Whi!e 101 is aware of this situation and is making adjustments, especially through developing materials 
for r~aw courses, there is still a need to undertake a global, concerted effort to identtfy and focus on 
specific subjects of current concern for which 101 m@y develop special competence; there is a risk that 
attempting too many topics for courses will preclude covering any one of them indepth. While the 
project document is explicit about which courses should be developed. some centres are departing 
from what was forseen. 

ould be a 
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a number 29. Some of the above statement c pplied to i of other institutions engaged in 
training and awareness on coastal ar issues (eg, World Maritime University, UNEP, IOC, 
IUCN, many others). The challenge for the 101 system is to ensure that it focusses on training and 
awareness building activities in those areas for which it has a comparitive advantage and to identify 
other areas for which there would be beneift in collaborating with other institutions. To meet this 
challenge 101 would benefit from conducting a "needs analysis" which would provide guidance in 
developing an overall strategy for its courses, workshops and seminars thus ensuring that it's 
enhanced capabilities are rationalized. Undertaking such an exercise would contribute to 101's overall 
effectiveness by ensuring that the new courses it is preparing are not only relevant to regional and 
national needs but also fall within areas of competence unique to '-' 

- 
regional meetings to be 

convened under the auspices of the World Commission on Ocea .s a vehicle for this 
exercise. 
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30. Some progress has been made on the development of new 101 courses focussed on small 
islands and coastal planning but these are still in formative stages of development. Progress has 
been made in convening workshops for decision makers and 101 alumni, but in future they should be 
planned within the overall approach recommended above. 

Action 2 k" analysis for 101 global& and on a region by region basis should be c a m  out, the 
results ~~~aclex=rrad and recommendations articulated as an input to future meetings of the 101 Course 
Development Committee; it should include an analysis of the comparative advantages 101 possesses 
for training on specific issues and others where collaboration should be pursued. Emphasis should 
be on the new course development forseen by the project document. 

31. The traditional 101 training courses have been based on a series of presentations by different 
individuals participating part time over periods of many weeks. The content and quality has varied 
from course to course, depending on the particular group of presentors participating in a course. 
Many times the same subject matter was presented several times during the same course because 
lecturers joined and departed the course at different times and therefore did not consult with each 
other about content. Background material for the courses has normally consisted of compendia of 
published papers pro~ided~for reading, but for which there was not necessarily a specific relationship 
with the lectures being given. While this approach has made it possible for students to be exposed to 
some important luminaries in the field of oceans affairs during some courses, a number of alumni have 
indicated that some lecturers were simply presenting material they would give to a normal university 
class without making a real effort to relate the material to the overall aims of the course. This was most 



apparent with technical and engineering subject matter; in such cases, many students lost interest. ,T 

Some presentations did not relate to the stated aims of the course. Convenors of 101 courses that use 
the traditional 101 approach should ensure continuity in the presentations that are made. 

9ro~gh thl 
TRAIN-X 

32. TI e project, a more pedagogically based approach is being adopted by the introduction 
of the methodology to course preparation. At this juncture however there is a mixture of the 
two approaches being undertaken at the same time. While this is z healthy situation in the long-run 
(both approaches are needed for different purposes) a lot of effort has been expended debating the 
"idc r'3gy" about what constitutes an 101 course; some proponents feel the traditional 101 approach is 
the best and should be adhered to and others see the usefulness of a more pedagogical approach 
that would helo the institutional 
clients 

?s to rece ive more formal rec ~y univers ;ities and 

33. The regular meetrngs or tne uirectors ana course aevelopers nave contributed to clarifying the 
issues, but at the level of the centres there still remain some misunderstandings and in some cases 
some misgivings. This is to some extent due to the fact that the 'problemn is being solved on a trial 
and error basis with each centre focussing on its own perceived need. More effort needs to be 
expended by the 101 Headquarters between the regula 1s to work with the regional 
centres on a region by region basis to develop the fran ltent of each regional 
training programme. 
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34. There is concern about the acac :ognition, tat can be given to 
participants who successfully complc rse. The1 n the part of some potential 
participants to pursue registering for a course because or me urne ~nvesrment involved in being away 

,,-, 
from a home institution without a certainty that the courses are recognized as a bona fide educational 
exercise. This is of particular concem to those centres hosted by academic institutions (USP, IIT, 
University of San Jose); efforts in some centres are underway to ensure that some of the planned 
courses can be recognized academically. The project explicitly states that a determination will be 
made to see if there is a niche for a masters-level degree Frogran if so its development will be 
pursued. Given the observations by a number of alumni that suc e would be desirable, it 
would seem timely to follow-up immediately. 

Action 4: begin follow-up on the determinatic 
the academic institutions associated with 101 I 
level degree course. 
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ed for, and development of credit courses in 
;enters, with a view to developing a masters- 

been thrc network c 35. The approacl IIJWJ I la3 generally )ugh 101s )f alumni. In the 
early days the ratio of course applicants to available fellowships was such that screening of course 
applicants focussed more on availability of funding (through fellowships) and less on a substantive 
analysis of the suitability of applicants for courses. This is improving as the 101 alumni network grows, 
but more effort needs to be made to solicit participation from a wider potential audience so that the 
selection Drocess is based more on need and merit; more collaborative effort with other global and 

ns and programme needed. 

area ro me above, the outreacn ot tne four centres supponea ~y me UNWP project has been 
limited. In some cases the centres are still establishing a niche within their host institutions; in general 
the centres are still dealing mostly at a national level (with some exception for Madras and Suva for 
which outreach is facilitated through the existing networks of USP and IIT). For the most part 
dissemination of information about 101 and its courses through brochures and newsletters are 
channeled through the 101 alumni network (with the exceptions just noted). Some information is 
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disseminated though networks of IOC, UhEP and others but this approach is still limited mainly to .? 
announcements in newsletters. At present the dissemination of information materials by the centres 
varies greatly from region to region. More effort needs to be expended to widen the outreach by 
soliciting participants for training activities through a more systematic approach formulated in 
collaboration with other programmes having similar needs. 

Action 5: for 101 globally and for each regional centre, formulate a more detailed plan for outreach and 
dissemination of information, including provision for linkages with other international and regional 
programmes. 

37. Until now, the training materials provided to the students has varied widely but has mostly 
consisted of lecture notes, references to, or compendia of reprints of published articles. As 
mentioned above, the approach of presenters has varied from simple reading of a lecture to lively 
presentations to interesting audio-visuals to field trips. For the most part students are 'exposed" to 
issues rather than is an attempt made to impart skills and know how through problem solving 
exercises. Courses have not generally challenged students by testing the extent to which they have 
retained the information made available through lectures and reading material. However a few of the 
newer courses have been formulated in such a way that they would qualify for becoming an accredited 
university course and do provide for examination. A particularly good example is the recently 
completed course material on economic aspects of coastal resources developed by 101-Suva. A 
course of its quality could have wide use within and outside of 101. 

38. The number of courses presently forseen to be prepared by the centres is far in excess of that 
specified in the project document -- 3 revised 101 courses, one course each for decision makers, 
alumni and planners (English and Spanish), one new course each on coastal zone management and 
on islands, and four sensitizing seminars. For example, 101-Madras is preparing over 20 course 
modules on various subjects and the coastal economics course being prepared by 101-Suva and the 

,-, 

special course on coralline algae already conducted are valuable, but strictly speaking would not be 
required by the project. On the one hand this can be seen as a good development which is made 
possible by the dynamic nature of the decision-making process of the Course Development 
Committee, but on the other hand it is symptomatic of taking an opportunistic approach rather than 
following a specific plan based on the type of needs analyses recommended in paragraph Action 2 
above. 

39. Similarly, a measure of the success of the project is whether it is addressing the needs of 
governments and regional institutions for training materials and approaches to training. A number of 
101 courses are, no doubt, fulfilling this role. Here again, determination of regional needs has not 
been undertaken as a concerted effort but it should be as part of the 'needs" study. 

40. The introduction of the TRAIN-X approach, through the workshops held in Rolle and Stony 
Brook, and as mentioned above, is contributing to putting 101 training courses on a more sound, 
pedagocial basis. At the same time, relationship between the Train-Sea-Coast approach and other 
pedagogical methods that might be used in course development is not appreciated by everyone 
concerned, including some Directors. While some have seen the advantage and are moving ahead 
with haste (some 101 Centres are also Train-Sea-Coast Centres), in the minds of others there is a 
conflict between the TRAIN-X approach, the traditional 101 workshop approach and other approaches. 
There is certainly a genuine conflict in the time-frames required for adequate preparation of a Train- 
Sea-Coast module and the more traditional IOl workshop. This means Centre Directors are continually 
faced with judging the trade-offs in making the decision to improve the pedagogical approach to 
courses which requires a longer time-frame, and meeting the deadlines required by the project, which 
have a much shorter time-frame. Resolution of a number of these issues could be speeded up if 



there were more involvrnent of the Train-Sea-Coast Coordinating Unit, and others who have been 
trained in the TRAIN-X or other pedagogcial methods, in assisting the 101 Centres prepare their course 
materials. 

Action 6: A is suggested that the CU Unit of the Train-Sea-Coast network and others trained in course 
development participate regolady and more omen in the course preparation efforts of the centres so 
that the overall approach of 101 in preparing course materias at the global and regional level is 
rationalized. 

41. The 'library exchangew forseen by project has not yet become routine and would be facilitated by 
speeding up the effort to improve thenelectronic networking" forseen by the project; but at the same 
time experience has shown that for some centres it is already routinely possible to access the coastal 
ocean management related information needed for course development and other 101 activities 
through a number of sources independently. Therefore the provision for 'library exchangew in the 
project needs to be reassessed. 

Action 7.- in consultation with the Directors of the regional centres, reasses the need for a mlibmry 
exchange" capability and take appropriate steps to follow up on the findinas. 

42. The basic institutional structure of 101 and its Centres as outlined In the project aocument seems 
sound and to a great extent is being complied with. Regional centres have been established, 
Directors appointed and agreements with host institutions in the regions have proceeded. At the 
same time there are misunderstandings concerning the relative independence of Regional Centres 
from 101 globally; and some misperceptions about the 101 philosophy and approach and what 101 is 
trying specifically to achieve. A number of persons associated with 101 Centres are not familiar with the 
UNDP project's aims, or its overall scope. The regular meetings of the 101 Regional Directors, together 
with some 101 Board Members have contributed to the exchange of ideas, fostering collaboration 
between the regional centres and clariiing what courses are to be offered. However, until now the 
overall "visionn, perceived niche and long term objectives for 101 rests mainly with the founder. This 
vision needs to be articulated and disseminated amongst the 101 Board. existing 101 centres, and in 
particular to potential and new 101 regional centres. This will help ensure that common aims are sought 
and a more coherant institutional approach is achieved. The aims of the UNDP project need to be 
widely promulgated as well. 

Action 8: prepare a Vision" statement including an explanation of its context in relationship to 
UNCLOS, Agenda 21, related conventions, etc. and promulgate widely through the 101 network.; 
disseminate a summary of the UNDP project including its context, aims and intended outputs. 

43. Par 
highly d 
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ticipation by International Board Members of 101 remains passive; I e effort is still 
ependent on the availability and energies of the founder of 101 to F 11's message, 

acrmles and approach. As 101 expands globa!ly, lntemational Board Mem~ers snould play a more 
active role in contributing to, and providing 'outreach", efforts to fund-raise, and in developing a 
'corporate strategy" for 101 and its regional centres. 

Action 9: prepare a I%orpomte" strategy for 101 based on the "vision -statement and fonnulate a 
wor&lan and timetable for activities to be cam'ed out by specific Board Members. 

44. In this regard, 101 should also consider 'regionalizingn its Board to ensure there are strong 
linkages between the global and regional efforts. Some Board Members with links to the regional 
centres could play an important role of providing collaborative linkages with other programmes and for 
fund-raising. 101 headquarters should increase its own role in providing proactive leadership and 
advice on subtantive issues to the regional centres between the regular meetings of the Directors and 



Board. This could be achieved through more frequent missions to the centres by the Executive 
Director as well as by selected Board Members of 101; and by producing and disseminating a "guide" 

-. 

on 101s aims, strategy and goals, as well as an "operational" manual for 101 regional centres including 
their terms of reference, legal status, etc. 

Action 10: prepan? a "guide" on 101s strateg 
101 Centres in establishing themselves. 

y and god 11s and an "operational manuar for use by new 

i ic l ,~,  I 1 1: formulate a workplan and timetable for more frequent missions to 101 regional centres by 
the Executive Director, Founder and selected Board members . 
Action 
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45. The establishment of Advisory Committees was forseen in the project document and the 
subsequent MOUs and MOAs. In some cases these are still too ad h m  andlor are seen to be more of 
a source of technical advice as needed during the development of course material or in the convening 
of already planned meetings. Effort should be given to formalize these Committees. they should 
meet on a regular basis, and they should be encouraged to contribute to the development of regional 
strategies, including components for outreach and fund raising. Obviously, the financial and planning 
implications of this suggestion will have to be taken into account. 

Action 13: ensure that each centre establishes a fonnal Advisoty Committee as forseen in the project 
document which includes individuals that can actively assist the Directors in formulation and 
implementation of I01 regional activities.. 
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46. Memoranda of Understanding exist for the four centres set up under the project. Each centre 
receives significant support from their host institution in t ens  of office space, staff secondments and 
other facilities. Only 101-Swa and 101-San Jose receive funds for some basic administrative support. 
Each Centre is developing a cadre of individuals who are actively contributing to 101 activities. The 
Centres are increasingly looked upon by host governments as important contributors to training and 
awareness on marine issues. At the same time the legal status of the 101 regionally as an independent 
legal entity is not very clear in any of the cases. The expirey or cancellation of an MOU for any one of 
the Centres would stop implementation of the project until a new arrangement could be made; the 
Centres do not seem to constitute a legal entity of 101. in their own right, within the regions they senre. 
Steps need to be taken to clarify the legal status of 101 Centres as an independent institution in each 
of the regions in order to ensure they are less subject to the prevailing committment and changes of 
fortunes of their hosts; this will contribute to their long-term viability once the UNDPIGEF project 
ends. 

Action 15: for each 101 regional centre determine the optimum legal status that will ensure their long- 
term existence and take the steps to obtain such status for each centre. 

Sustain 

47. The sustainability of the continued development of training activities of the regional centres after 



e the termination of the project will depend on a number of factors. These include: 

I knowledge base that is useful to clie~ 
luality of the course materials; - institutional support by host i 

- capacity to deliver; 
- sufficient clientele; and 
- '*rnds. 

nstitution! 

48. The certainty that these factors will prevail by the time the 
judge partly because the factors will vary from region to region. 

UNDP pn ~ject terminates is difficult to 

4s. For the most part the committment by host instituitons is for the long-term and there is certainly a 
need for training marine and coastal managers in each of the regions represented. Gradually, the 
qua l i  of the course materials is improving and the Centres are becoming increasingly recognized as 
important regional institutions. 

50. An area for concern is Mure sources of funds for scholarships. Project funds are at present a 
main source of scholarships. Some students are sponsored from other sources. But all Centres 
agree that it will be difficult for either individual students, or institutions and governments, to pay for 
scholarships; it is therefore unlikely that courses can be sustained on the basis of fee paying 
participants because most students come from countries and institutions that do not have the funds. 
Such funds for the most part will have to be rzised from other sources. There are exceptions, but 
these are not without complication. For example, while the Government of India has indicated it will 
continue to sponsor its own nationals to attend the courses arranged by 101-Madras, it is not in a 
position to sponsor students from other parts of the region, nor is it able to provide scholarships for 
nationals to attend courses arranged by other 101 Centres. 

51. In addition, there is a limit to the cash and in-kind contributions that can be sustained by the host 
institutions over the long-term unless the institutions can eventully see some direct benefits accruing 
to its institutions, or that the courses are self-sufficient. 

52. The assurance of funding outside of the UNDP project is highly variable, and depends to a great 
extent on the abiliies of 101 to raise funds globally. Given the short time left before the project 
terminates it would behove 101, its Board and Directors to develop a financial strategy and plan for each 
of the Centres that would ensure sustainability. 

Action 16: a financial plan for ensuring continuity of the work of the Centres after the temlination of 
the project should be formulated and implemented as soon as possible. 

from Proiect Partners; and 

Execution Arranaements 

I Headquarters has contributed to rationalising project administration and control during the 
initial project period through exchanges with the Regional Offices and in convening coordination 
meetings that have helped in the preparation of workplans and budgets. In the future more effort is 
needed to ensure that the centres are made aware of bureacratic and admir~istrative proceedures in 
order to avoid mis-understandings about what is required for the centres to implement workplans and 
administer budgets, in particular with respect to UNDP-UNIOPS procedures. On their part, the 
centres would be advised to develop, perhaps with the intervention of UNDPISTAPSD and UNIOPS, 
more formal contacts with their adjacent UNDP Offices in order to become better aquainted with UN 
style administrative proceedures. In some cases it appears that unnecessary delays have occurred in 



transfer of funds or purchase ot equipment simply because of lack of information about specific 
proceedures, or other misunderstandings. ,-) 

Action 17: prepare a brief note describing operational procedures to be followed for the 
administration and implementation of the GEF project and for ( priate. ere apprq 

?n of the ' 

54. UNDPISTAPSD has actively participated in overseeing the rmplems : the project. This 
b- been through regular attendance at meetings,of 101 Directors, Course vevelopers and through 
active liaison with the project implementors. M a t  notable has been the effort to promote 
improvements in developing a more systematic approach to courses by encouraging the introduction 
of TRAIN-X methods. This effort should, and is assumed will, continue. In this respect, more 
encouragement should be given to the TRAIN-SEA-COAST CU to become involved in the 'needs 
analysis" and in more concerted programming of course development recommended elsewhere. 
This will help overcome some of the confusion that presently exists and also help elicit more of a 
committment by the Centres to become active components of the TRAIN-X network, rather than 
seeing such involvment as extra work, a feeling which prevails. 

A&n 18: TRAIN-SEA-COAST to become more actively involved in development of training materials 
gion-by-region basis by participating in the imp1 valysis 
nended above and in programming. 
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I. 
d J .  I communication, networking and exchange of materials between r;arlLrua \especially in the 
exchange of teaching materials between India and Fiji and other centres) is increasing but more effort 
by 101 headquarters needs to be expended in improving the facility for more frequent, routine 
contacts for consultation and advice. This could be accomplised though establishing further e-mail 
linkages which at present are limited to some centres but most important are not available, routinely, in 
Malta More frequent personal exchanges between Malta and the centres and between centres would 
also help. 

n 
Action 19: take steps to improve the routine communications linkages be centres and 101 
Headquarters, in particular by establishment of e-mail linkages where appn specially Malta) . 
and more frequent use of conference calls involving the regional centres. 

tween the 
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56. There are a number of issues related to the success of the project which do not fit conveniently 
within the material presented in Section II which addresses the Terms of Reference of the evaluation 
specifically. 

. . 
ratton w~th other InStdutlons 

57. The project forsees regular linkages and collaboration between the 101 regional centres and other 
international programmes. Specifically mentioned are the Regional Seas (Conventions), IOC, FAO, 
etc. The need to establish such linkages has been recognized during the formulation and adoption of 
the project and has been discussed during several meetings of the Directors and the 101 Board. To 
date h~wever~practically little effort has been undertaken to establish such linkages. Collaboration 
has been limited to provision of some inputs by other programmes into some 101 courses (mainly 
through sponsoring lectures on certain topics or providing scholarships for a limited number of 
participants). There has been an occasional effort to establish cooperation between, for example, the 
Regional Seas Programmes in the Pacific and South Asia, but these have not been followed up, and 
it is apparent that the parties to those discussions were not familiar with the collaboration forseen 
within the project document; nor did they conceive of the potential for collaboration. In some cases 



there was a clear lack of will do so because of perceived competition between the organizations. This 
situation is already leading to a duplication of effort. For example the Regional Seas Programme is 
convening a series of Ccastal Zone Management workshops that are similar to those planned to be 
prepared by 101 within the context of the UNDP project; both parties could benefit from a collaborative 
approach, including for raising funds. 

58. An immediate effort needs to be made to initiate an organized approach to establishing 
collaboration with 0 t h  regional programmes. kqional Seas Programmes should be given high 
priortlty not only because they are based on needs already identified by governments in a number of 
regions corresponding to those of concern to 101 regional centres, but also because of the long-term 
viability of activities that would be provided through association with the regional conventions that are 
linked to obligations under UNCLOS and other intemational treaties. Since a number of international 
agencies like IOC, IMO, WMO, etc. already have collaborative linkages with regional seas conventions 
and activities, 101 could form alliances with these bodies through the same regional seas networks and 
channels of cooperation. This would provide a more immediate regional outreach than that which can 
be achieved in the life of the project by 101 centres depending on their own networks of alumni. 
UNDP shouldPlse its good offices to assist in this regard where appropriate, eg through other UNDP 
projects on biodiierstty, international waters, and coastal zone management related activities for which 
there are linkages with regional seas conventions already. 

Action 20: 101 Headquarters and 101 regional Directors should establish contact with UNEPKICA-PAC 
and subsequently the appropriate coordinators for specific regional seas (especially for SPREP, West 
Atka, wider Caribbean and the wider Indian Ocean and Asia) and agree on a mechanism, activities 
and steps for ensuring future collaboration. 

Action 21: in cooperation with UNDP cany out an analysis of UNDP activities and projects that are 
potentially related to 101 activities and determine how collaborative linkages between these and 101 
might be forged. 

59. The project forsees a component for policy research. At the moment it is being largely 
undertaken by 101 in Halifax, through the efforts of the founder. The centres supported by the UNDP 
project have not yet undertaken a substantive effort in this area, and need to do so during the 
remaining project period. 

Action 22: the c 
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ng that thi - of the project document lays out procedures for ensuri~ e standards of the 
courses are ot highest quality. The responsibility for this is assigned to the Course Development 
Committee which has been established within the context of the project and meets regularly. The 
focus of this component of the work of the Committee has been on evaluating and approving 
~rooosed courses. 

61. In addition to evaluating proposed courses it would seem prudent to initiate a process for 
evaluating courses that have actually taken place. In the past 101 has conducted regular surveys of the 
reactions of course participants. and these have been valuable. It is suggested that the evaluation 
exercise now move beyond this and develop a set of rigorous criteria for evaluating courses not just in 
terms of the immediate reactions of participants, but by determining the longer-term influence that 
attendance at the course has had on participants in their own careers as well as the impact the course 
has had in improving their ability to bring about better management of marine resources in keeping 



with the development objective of the project. fi 

Action 23: formulate and implement a programme of evaluating the long-term.effect of coutses 
including their contribution to achieving the development objective of the project. 

62. For the most part staff, and in particular, acaarnic staff of the centres are provided as a counter 
part contribution by the host insititution. In some cases the involvement of staff is by secondment, for 
others a per centage of time allocated to 101 activities is considered as a legitimate pursuit and some 
people actually donate time in the same way they would to a professional, but not paid-for volunteer 
effort, because they are interested. There are two an to the timely 
implementation of the project. 

3as where ! this is of 

63. First, most academics continue to be employed on the basis of their success not only as teachers 
but also to a degree on basis of their contributions to their professional fields of endeavor. While it 
may be unfortunate, the latter is judged on the basis of publications and related efforts. The need to 
achieve such recognition by doing academic research and producing the results is in competition with 
the time it takes to be involved in preparing for and participating in 101 activities which may be 
considered a legitimate endeavor, but which normally would not be considered by 'pee# charged 
with reviewing an individuals achievements. The move to integrate 101 courses with those of 
academic institutions can help to alleviate the conflict. Second, the time-frames for the usual 101 
course preparation (and the project workplan) are much shorter (weekslmonths) than they are for 
most academic courses (two years is typical) which makes the integration mentioned above more 
difficult. In the long-term, 101 will have to take this into account in planning its own programme of 
courses both in terms of quality and the availability of individuals who can devote the time needed. 
This should be part of the overall strategy and programming mentioned in Section II. 

.? 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 

ishment o .. . if the infra . 64. The project has made good progress in the establi for the four 
centres. Centres have been established in Dakar, Suva, Maaras, arm san Jose (wsta Rica). The four 
Directors are committed individuals, each with a sound institutional base and potential for outreach on 
a regional and global basis. The host institutions for each of the four centres have entered into formal 
agreements with 101 and through these are providing a considerable amount of office space, 
administrative support and staff-time for the Directors to look after 101 affairs. Mid-way through the 
project it is clear that of the funds available to implement the overall 101 programme of activities only a 
portion are coming from UNDP sources. A high percentage of the project funds are being used for 
fellowships for course participants and for networking and consultative meetings at the Board and 
Director level. At the same time it is also clear that 101s current level of activitv could not be sustained 
without the UNDP project funding. 

65. With respect to course development and outreach, there has been notable progress in the 
development of course materials and the number of individuals attending training courses. 
Particularly significant has been the progress achieved in providing a sound pedagogical basis for the 
courses through the gradual adoption of TRAIN-X methodology and employing a more integrated and 
consolidated approach to the traditional 101 courses. Some outstanding course materials have been 
developed (eg, the Coastal Resource Economics Course by 101-Suva) that have potential for wide 
use by institutions within and outside the 101 network. The "decision-makers" seminars have already 
played a role in catalyzing the establishment of a national cabinet-level committee in Fiji to serve as an 



' integrating mechanism for dealing with ocean and coastal issues, and the establishment of a multi- 
sectoral, integrated programme on oceans within the University of San Jose. The exchange of 
experience as well as course materials between the centres supported by the project is increasing to 
their own benefit, but also to the benefit of the 101 system as a whole. 

66. 101 Headquarters has played a pivotal role in convening coordination and course planning 
meetings at the Director level. The 101 founder has been the major source of policy advice and in 
fundinn-raisina initiatives. 101 Headquarters in collaboration with UNIDPS has also established sound 
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, . . ,dme immediate objectives and areas of activity have not progressed as forseen and need to 
receive attention during the remainder of the project. 

68. The establishment of the new centres has led to increased aernanos for course materials and 
support from 101 Headquarters. The twice yearly meetings of the Directors and 101 Board has been the 
main vehicle for addressing these issues, but this approach is no longer adequate. A more hands-on 
approach to collaboration between 101 Headquarters needs to be pursued to assist the centres in 
formulating regional priorities and programmes that are compatible with the vision and approach of 101 
and as explicitly stated in the project document. 

69. The main output forseen to be caialyzed by the project, the establishment of the four centres, is 
somewhat narrower in scope than the overall set of activities being undertaken by 101 globally, which 
the project document implies are already well in-hand. The two main examples are the lead role 101 is 
playing in convening a series of regional consultations of the World Commission on Oceans and the 
preparation of its report for the UN Commission on Sustainable Development for 1996, and a meeting 
of Pacem in Maribos which is planned to be held in San Jose in late 1995 (one was already convened 
with the assistance of 101-Madras during the project period). Some of the centres involved in these 
events are already at risk of spreading their efforts too thin. There is an opportunity cost in that less 
effort is concentrated on activities that contribute to cource development and implementation and 
ensuring the long term financial viability of the centres. This is a particularly important consideration for 
Centres that are in the formative stages of their establishment and evolution. 

70. The regional outreach of the centres is still limited and needs to be extended in order to ensure 
that their role is relevant to regional and national requirements for training. While 101-Suva and 101- 
Madras have begun to develop their regional scope, efforts have been more passive than vigorously 
proactive; 101-San Jose and 101-Dakar have not begun to develop a regional scope but are still 
concentrating on defining their role within their own institutions and nationally. 

71. The establishment of strong linkages and coordination with other regional programmes such as 
those under the auspices of Regional Seas Conventions, IOC/Unesco and FA0 has not really 
developed as much as implied by the stated intentions of the project document. While some of these 
programmes exhange information and support some 101 training activities. active collaboration in 
planning and convening of training programmes does not take place as a regular feature. 

72. The establishment of Advisory Committees for the new centres that play the active role defined in 
the project document has only been partially achieved. The extent to which regional Advisory 
Committees have aided the centres in developing regional programmes of activities, outreach and 
fund-raising has been fairly limited; the focus has mainly been on technical advice. The centres still 
remain highly dependent on 101 Headquarters, but in particular on the 101 founder, as a source of 
guidance and for fund-raising. The 101 Board plays a passive rather than a proactive role in assisting in 
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73. As outlined above there have been some notable achievments brought about by the project in 
. . terms of the establishment of the Centres and the development of good pedagical materials for 

courses and workshops. At the same time a number of activities forseen by the project are not 
proceeding within the !he frame of the project, an issue which needs to be address?d. In the opinion 
of the evaluator this situation can be rectified by 101 Headquarters and the regional centres if more 
attention is focussed on the specified outputs of the project, ie, "self-sufficient permanent operational 
centres capable of 1300 participant weeks of training a per year", and "course development". This 
impllies more effort on ensuring better linkages with other institutions as forseen in the project 
document and in ensuring that funds are available for continuing the activities initiated through the 
project by the time of its terminatic efocussin s effort by centres to 
implement global 101 activities duri ~rmative s 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 

For a mid-term evaluation of GU)/93/G33: 
Support for Regional Oceans main- Programme 

An agrOem8nt between the Executing Agency (IlNDP/OPS) and the 
International Ocean Inutitute (101) for US$ 2,583,347 was signed on 
3 Septabu, 1993 on the baaia of a Project Document submitted by 
I01 in July, 1993. The proj,ect was uuppoaad to be for 30 months up 
tO February, 1996. 

The immediate objectives of this programme w e e  first, for 101 to 
develop an institutional infrastructure by emtablishing four 
operational centres to & Xocated in India, the South .Pacific 
(Fiji) , Colombia and Senegal ; and second, through these centres, 
I01 was to hplemaat training programmes in furtherance of policy 
researah and development in marine affairs. The centres were to 
serve as vehicles for providing training and management of Q 

exclusive &oonoric zones and to initiate research programmes to 
handle local and regional concerns, 

Upon the signing of thir agreement, the operational centres in 
India and the South Pacific (Fiji) received funding for their ; 
training programmes. The I01 Headquarters initiated the work of, 
the Senegal centre by holding a leadership seminar in Addis Ababa 
in association with UNECA in March, 1994. Dakar, however, became 
independently operational only form 1 January, 1995. The centre 
for Latin herica was later on shifted to Costa Rica and the 
funding for this centre started from 1 January, 1995 upon approval 
of its w~rkplan by fJNDP/OPS. Because of the delay in establishing 
the latin American and African centres, the Project is now expected 
to only fininh in April, 1997. 

A project Performance Evaluation Report (PPER) detailing progress 
up to March 1994 was prepared by I01 and conuid&d at a joint 
meeting of the centres and UNDP at Barbados in April 1994- Another 
PPER up to end of mch 1995 is being prepared by:-XOI and will be 
considered on 25-27 Hay, 1995 in Malta- 

The purpose of this external evaluation is to appraise the progress 
made so far towards attaining the objectives of the Project and to 
rake recoamandations for improvements' for the remainder of the 
project . n 



Specifically, the externa Luator will : 

1, Jbress continuing relevance or the developmen= oajective and 
the effectivenems of the project in achieving its immediate 
objectives, outputs and activities as they appear on pages 12-23 of 
the project document and as amended by the Workplan for 1995 
prepard by 101 and approved by UNDP/OPS. 

2. In pur8uing thr above anaemaent, the external evaluator will 
comnent on: 

a. The impact of the project on the overall effe 
training activities. 

ness of 101 

b. The quality of training material developed by I01 in the course 
of the project in tarns of its relevance to country and trainee 
requirements, technical content and pedagogical aspects. 

c. The effectiveness of the of the project's institutional 
structure including contributions to project implementation which 
have been made by: 

ng Uni 

us. Cl 

1.Adviuory Council8 of Regional101 Centras 
2.101 ' r Board of Governors, Centre Directars meeth 
Development Heetingrr and 
3. TRAIN-SEA-COAST Central Coort t in H I 

r 
1 

d. Governrent and host institution awareness of ana compliance with 
their signed agreements with 101. 

e. The likelihood of the 101 Regional Centres continuing the 
project's course development and training activities after the 
termination of the project. Elements for consideration include the 
general knowledge base, technical capacity, pedagogic capacity, 
policy and institutional support and.adequate budget allocations, 

f The timeliness and effectiveness of projeat inputs from 
UN/sTAPSD, UN/OPS, 101, Governments and the TRAIN-SEA-COAST 
programme. . , 

g. The effectiveness of project execution . arrangthents. 

3 . 'Prepare a final report wi- conclusions , recommendations and 
mpporting anaylses for the four regional centers (including 
strengths and weaknesses) and for the project as a whole, 

F 

The evaluator should base the evaluation on the following: 



'. ; 
1) the project document for GL0/93/633 
2) the revised workplan f o ~  1995 
3 PPER's forMarch1994 andMarch1995 
4) interviews in New York with staff of STAPS, OPS and 

WND0AU)S (Train-Sea-Coast); interviews in Malta with 
Exocutivd Director 101; and interviews in San Jose, Costa 
Rica; Dakar, Senegal; XaUras, India; Suva, Fiji; with 
government 'officials, the directors, course developers 
and faculty of the operational &ntres and selected' 
traineaa. 

5 )  the evaluator's own personal experience and contacts. 

Betwean 1 and 20 Hay 1995 the evaluator will undertake the 
following visits: 
1 day . N w  Y Briefing at UNDP, UN/OPS and UNDOALOS 
2 days Walta Briefing at I01 Headquartere 
2 days Suva 101 F i j i  
2 days Xadra I01 India 
2 days Dakar I01 Senegal 
2 days San J 101 Costa Rica ,-~ 

t 

B e t W e ~  21-24 May the evaluator will have final m h I01 
Headquartqs in Malta and draft his/her report. 

Betwean 25 -27 .Way the evaluator will attend (as an observer) the 
I01 Centre Direutors and Course Development meetings in Malta. At ; 
this t h e  he/ahe will . present . prelininary conclusions .. and r 
recommendations for discussion. 

By 31 May the evaluator will sul 
UHDP . . final uation 
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ANNEX 2: 101-DAKAR, SENEGAL 

1 . The mission to Senegal took place  fro^ 10-I2 May 1995. A full day was spent with the 
Director of 101 during which all aspects of the project were reviewed and discussed. In addition, 
discussions were held with several staff and officers of the two host institutions that are 
associated with the activities of the 101 Centre. Meetings were also held with the Regional 
Coordinator of the UNESCO COMARAF Project and the Coordinator of the UNEPIFAO Project 
(WACAFl2) implemented as part of the Action Plan for West and Central Africa of the UNEP 
Regional Seas Programme (the latter meeting was held in Nairobi during the UNEP Governing 
Council). The facilities of the Centre that could be used for seminars and other meetings were 
also visited. 

2. 101-Dakar is based at the Centre de Recherches Oceanographiques de Dakar-Thiaroye 
(CRODT) located on the outskirts of Dakar at Thiaroye. The Director of the Centre, Dr. Diafara 
Toure, serves as the Director of 101-Dakar. CRODT is a component programme of the lnstitute 
Senegalaise de Recherches Agricole (ISRA). CRODT has the mandate within ISRA to implement 
projects concerning marine and coastal issues. A memorandum of understanding between 
CRODT, ISRA and 101 establishing 101-Dakar was signed in June 1994. A Regional Council has 
been established and is made of representatives of CRODT, ISRA, COMRAF, the University, the 
African lnstitute for Management Studies, and the African lnstitute for Development Economics /I 
and Planning. 

3. The CRODT has facilities for holding seminars and courses for about 20 persons. The 
infrastructure of the Centre includes library, research facilities, and sufficient research and 
administrative staff to support seminars and courses of this size. 

4. The CRODT maintains linkages with a number of institutions such as the Cheikh Ant Diop 
University, the African Regional Centre for Technology, the UN lnstitute for Economic 
Development and Planning and several others. There are active coastal zone management 
projects underway in the Centre including one supported through ORSTOM. CRODT has also 
participated in the regional marine pollution project of the Action Plan for West and Central 
Africa being implemented in cooperation with FA0 under the UNEP Regional Seas Programme. 

5 .  The approach that is being taken for the preparation of courses is, to the extent possible, 
to draw upon the training materials that have been prepared by other 101 Centres, in particular 
101-Madras and 101-Suva. During the mission, preparations were being made for a two week 
coastal zone management course/seminar. Fourteen persons from CRODT, the University, 
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COMRAF and other institutions have formed a steering committee for the purpose of adapting 
101-Madl will take part in presenting lectures. 

0 .  . ..-. - -Ire two challenges rnar ~ul-Dakar must address in the adaptation of materials 
prepared in other 101 Centres. First, the courses will for the most part be conducted in the 
French language; thus the English language materials prepared by other Centres will not be 
easily understood by the majority of the participants who will be francophone. Second, the the 
coastal zone assessments and institutional approaches for coastal zone management in West 
Africa will not be the same as those for other parts of the world; thus the case study materials 
and references that have been compiled for the Pacific and South Asia will have to be 
supplemented with material that demonstrates the cperiences to be expected for 
West Africa. 

conditior u and e, 

7 .  Given the constraints of language 101-Dakar will most likely place an emphasis on 
francophone Africa. Taking this situation into account, 101 may wish to consider establishing 
another Centre in Africa which can service Anglophone Africa. In addition, while some of the 
materials prepared by other 101 Centres will continue to be relevant to the 101-Dakar courses 
and seminars, a special effort should be made to prepare course materials in the French 
language and which are specifically based on the marine and coastal issues specific to Africa. 

8. With respect to preparation of materials conforming to the Train-Sea-Coast exercise, 
the Director has assigned two persons to follow-up on that exercise. The two thematic areas for 
developing these materials are maritime legislation and problems of fisheries. The materials 
are planned to be completed in 1995 and 1996 respectively. The Train-Sea-Coast exercise is 
being pursued in parallel with the preparation of more traditional 101 courses. The Director 
has assigned two persons each to work on the Train-Sea-Coast and the 101 courses. During the 
discussions with the Director it was apparent that for the time being the intention was to treat 
the two exercises independently, but gradually integrate them on the basis of experience and as 
the Centre became better established. The Director participated in the Train-Sea-Coast 
exercise in Stony Brook in January 1995 and had established a dialoaue with the coordinating 
unit in New York and felt that for the time-being the appro n parallel 
development of activities was the best way forward since it I time to prepare for 
Train-Sea-Coast courses. 
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9. Contacts and networking with the 101 Centres in India and Fiji for the exchange of 
training materials and experiences seemed to be in the early stages of development. 

1 u. ~ n u u  I nas been responsible tor a number of training exercises aurrng the period of 
1990-1 993. These have included a four week course on fisheries stock assessment (sponsored 
by ICOD), a course on remote sensing and two workshops on artisinal fisheries and biodiversity. 
Over 200 participants from many countries in Africa and elsewhere participated in these 
exercises. Thus CRODT will provide a direct channel for 101 outreach as it begins to convene 
workshops and courses as part of the 101 network of Centres. 



T 
1 1.  Indirect outreach is forseen in the current operational plan for the Centre to be provided 
through the collaboration [hat CRODT has with other institutions including the University, the 
Regional African Centre for Technoloav. the UN African lnstitue for Economic Development and 
the UNI INDP CO ter, there are designated coordinators for 13 
African BS. 
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12. At the time of the mission, there had not been enoug 
courses and seminars to assess the extent to which the fors 
other institutions was being achieved. 
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13. The project document states that contact and collaboration with various Regional Seas 
Action Plans and Conventions will be strengthened. While CRODT has been involved in 
implementing a regional project (WACAF 4) which is under the auspices of the Action Plan for 
West and Central Africa (Abidjan Convention). However until now, practically no collaborative 
contacts have been made between 101-Dakar and those responsible for the Regional Seas 
Programme. Such contacts should be established as soon as possible since there is an intention 
on the part of UNEPIOCA-PAC to conduct coastal zone management workshops in a number of the 
regional seas areas for which it has responsibility, including West Africa. 

14. 101-Dakar nas only been formally established for about one-year. While the host 
institution and the government have entered into an agreement with 101 a secure relationship 
based on collaborative experience still has to be established. For its part, the CRODT is 
providing infrastructure and staff to carry out the agreed 101 programme, but at the moment 
remains dependent on UNDP project funds in order to carry on. Other funding sources have not ,m 
been sought to date. In discussions with the Director a number of ideas for alternate sources of 
funding were discussed including the GEF (International Waters, Biodiversity), the European 
Union and bilateral assistance programmes of Canada, Switzerland, France and the Netherlands 
all of which are supporting coastal zone management and fisheries activities in West Africa. 
Given the short time before the project is to be formally completed a special effort should be 
made by 101 to develop a funding strategy for 101-Dakar. 

15. At the time of the mission, there were still some administrative difficulties in 
transferring funds from 101 in Malta to 101-Dakar for the purpose of convening the Coastal Zone 
Management course. Subsequent discussions in Malta indicated that these problems had been 
solved and that a system for future transfers of funds that would avoid such problems had been 
worked out. 
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ANNEX 3: 101-San Jose 

Forward 

1 . The mission to San Jose took place !;om 8-12 June 1995. During the period 
ve~tirlgs were held with the Director to review the status of implementation of the project 
as well as with his staff. In addition, meetings were held with nine other persons mostly 
members of the staff of the National University that are involved with the 101-San Jose 
activities, the Director of the School of International Relations and the Dean of the Faculty of 
Exact and Natural Sciences. Visits were also made to projects on fisheries and remote 
sensing, and to the Law and International Relations Programmes. Discussions were also held 
with the Director of the Earth Council (Alicia Barcena, an 101 Board Member) and staff of 
the Biology Department of the University of Costa Rica 

Arranaements 

2. 101-San Jose is established within the National University of Costa Rica where the 
Director holds a position. At the time of the mission, however, 101-San Jose was located in 
an office which was being loaned by the Physics Department. A more permanent location 
still has to be sought. 

3. The University allows the Director to spend considerable time (over one-half) on 101 
activities. Other staff are also working with 101 on a voluntary basis. 101-San Jose does 
have some budget provision for administrative staff. ,- 

4. A memorandum of Understanding between 101 and the University on the one hand and 
101 and the Government of Costa Rica on the other had been drafted and apparently agreed to 
in terms of content. I seems however that at least the latter document is still pending 
signature. Thus while the Centre has a temporary facility and access to the infrastructure 
of the University, an effort needs to be made finalize the details of the arrangement including 
the official status of 101. In this regard, one approach which is being considered is to 
establish 101 regionally as a 'Youndationn which the University could run as a 'servicio 
prestacionn. 

5. The Dean of the Faculty of Exact Sciences indicated that the long-term plan is to 
formulate and develop the 101 courses in a way that they could become an integral part of the 
curricula of the University. In this way, participants in these future courses could be given 
university credit and at least the courses and workshops of 101 could be considered as a 
University programme. An additional aim is to develop the 101 courses in a way which 
fosters a cross-sectoral, integrated approach utilizing the facilities and skills of a number 
of university departments and disciplines. This approach is considered to be particularly 
appropriate for courses and workshops on integrated coastal area management. 

6. A formal Regional Advisory Group has not yet been established as forseen in the 
project document. The reasons given for this were that it was felt that to establish such a 
group would require unnecessary bureaucracy and therefore expense. The approach that has 



been adopted is to seek advice on an ad hoc basis, depending on the needs at hand. The 
evaluator felt that the Advisory Committee was seen more as one to provide technical advice, 
rather than one which could be helpful in fund-raising and outreach on a regional basis. 
Even though a Board Member of 101 is located in San Jose and heads a marine-related NGC) 
with a global perspective, there has been little contact between that person and the Centre. 
Since this approach is clearly divergent from that forseen in the project document, 101 needs 
to review the situation, both from the point of view of substance and the financial 
implications and determine whether the present is appropria?e. 

Trainina Materials 

course c )f action 

6. By the time of the mission, 101-San Jc leld a 'leaders" seminar for which 
background materials had been prepared by pres Topic material includes 
information on physical and biological characteristics of coastal an areas, marine 
pollution, fisheries biology, fisheries legislation, mariculture and :onomics of 
industrial and artisan1 fisheries. One of the experiences gained wz ~e seminar 
presented a largely Costa Rican point of view; in the future it is f~rsuuri rrlat more effort 
will have to be given in preparations to ensure th ~der point of view and experience 
from central and latin America is incorporated. 
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9. On the basis of the original project plan proposals for 7 workshops were prepared 
and submitted to the 101 for consideration. For the time-being, 2 or 3 courses will be 
developed on principles of ocean management, policy and law, climate change and on 
applications of satellite imagery. These will be developed using the Train-X approach and 
the intention is to integrate these courses into the University curriculum. In this regard, 
one of the difficulties is that the lead time for fully integrating a course is about two years; 
at the ne, when this is achieved course and its training materials 
will ha provided by the Universi port to 101 activities. 
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10. There is the impression, that for II~~IU-UUI~I~, 101-San Jose is relying almost 
entirely on the National University for resources including resource persons. At the same 
time there are a number of persons located within other institutions both in Cosa Rica and 
elsewhere in central America that would be interested in contributing to the 101 activities. 
During the development .ials for the planned courses, the CI ,uld make an 
effort to draw upon sucl se. 

entre shc 

1 1. On the basis of the limited amount of course material produced so far, it is not 
possible to make other than a superficial evaluation of the quality of the course material. 

Outreach 
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13. It was forseen by the project that the 101 collaboration with regional seas 
conventions and action plans would be strengthened. The appropriate action plans and 
conventions for 101-San Jose are (i) the Action Plan for the Wider Caribbean and the 



Cartegena Convention (Secretariat operated by UNEP in Jamaica) and (ii) the Action Plan ,Ts 

for the South East Pacific and the Lima Convention (Secretariat operated by CPPS). Until 
now, no working contacts have been established with these action plans or conventions. In 
addition, there are a number of marine and coastal programmes and projects being 
implemented under the auspices of several international bodies such as IOC, Unesco, FA0 and 
others. In addition, several global NGOs are implementing coastal zone management related 
-+ivities in the region including WWF and !lJCN. For the time-being, little contact has been 
established between the 101-San Jose and the programmes and activities just mentioned. 
Since many of these activities have provided experiences that would benefit 101 courses, 
contacts should be established with the appropriate sponsoring organizations as soon as 
possible in order to seek collaboration. 
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14. A second obsewation is that the geo-political situation with respect to coastal zone 
issues in the region is very complex. Yet, as mentioned above there is so far a tendency for 
101-San Jose to draw on expertise mostly from the faculty of the National University. The 
risk is that potential participants from other countries of the region may assume that a 
Costa Rican point of view is being promulgated and therefore may be less motivated to attend 
courses. The Centre will have to address this issue as it prepares course material and 
convenes courses and seminars. A formally established regional advisory board with broad 
r a m r q  sentation from th would help this process. In this r )ere should be 
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. - - By integrarlng me course activities of 101 lnro ITS own curricula me National ,-- 
University will contributing to ensuring the long-term sustainability of 101-San Jose. 
However this will take time to accomplish. Already mentioned is the fact that it takes about 
two years from the agreement on the concept of a course, and its formulation and inception. 

the courses under development at the moment will not be integrated into the curricula 
1997, which is more than a full year after the present project is scheduled to be 
leted. In the meantime the in-kind contribution of staff time for developing such 

courses will have to be born by either 101 or the University, or t: parently there is 
some financial support from the project for course development, administrative 
support provided through the project also contributes. Thus, tht t sustainability of 
the project depends on the University continuing to support the f~rrriu~at~on and adoption of 
101 courses, and on funds provided through the project. This situation should be reviewed by 
101 with the view to seeking alternate sources of financial support for the period after the 
completion of the present UNDP project. 
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16. Given the above situation effort should be expended to articulate a framework for the 
101 regional programme of activities and to use this as a basis to for seeking funds. Since the 
University receives funds from a number of sources in Germany, the Netherlands, Denmark 
and Norway, it may be that the the support could be extended to cover some of the 101 
activities in the Region. Other sources should be sought as well, for example through 
mn1t-50ration with the programmes mentioned in 13 above. 



1 7. There seems to have been a number of misunderstandings between 101-San Jose and 
the I01 headquarters. Part of this was due to the fact that it was originally forseen that the 
Centre was originally planned to be established in Colombia. When this did not transpire and 
San Jose was chosen as the location for the Centre instead, it meant that the framework for 
activities of the Centre had to be rethought and rescheduled. It took some time for a the 
Director and his associates to become aquainted with the frame of reference and operating 
procedures of 101 globally, and to become conversant with the UNDP project aims and 
expected outputs. Thus, the Centre in San Jose has only been confident of irs way forward 
for the last few months to a year. 

1 8. Related to the above there seems to be some inconsistancy in the 101 network of 
Centres about what does and does not constitute an 101 course. Thus the Director felt that 
some of the 7 proposals submitted to 101 for endorsement were turned down as being 
inappropriate while at the same time other centres were holding similar courses or 
seminars under the 101 imprimatur. This situation now seems to be working itself out. 

19. One of the main problems perceived by the evaluator was that a great deal of effort is 
being expended .in preparing for a Pacim In Maribus(P1M) meeting which is scheduled for 
December 1995. While this is a global activity of 101, a major responsibility for arranging 
the conference is falling on the Director. The time spent on the PIM meeting is in direct 
competition with the Centres workplan for developing course material and planning for 
courses. This will cause delays is meeting the deadlines of the 101-San Jose workplan. Some 
additional assistance should be provided by 101 in Malta; more effort should be made to 
recruit assistance from outside the National University network. Assistance of the 101 Board 
Member based in San Jose (Alicia Barcena) should be sought. 
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ANNEX 4: 101-Madras 

Forward 

1. The mission to Madras took place during the period 2 1-23 May 1995. During the period a 
general briefing on progress of the project was held with the Director and his staff. In addition, 
discussions were held with 13 other persons. These included a number of staff from the lndian lnstitute 
of Technology who have been associated with the convening of 101 courses and seminars; also included 
were several alumni of previous 101-Madras courses. Relevant to  101-Madras is a meeting that was held 
with Alumni of the 101-Madras course on Coastal Zone Management from the Pacific Region (the meeting 
took place at the University of the South Pacific in Fiji). 

2. A meeting was held with Dr. M.S. Swaminathan who Chairs the Regional Advisory Group for the 
Centre. Visits were also made to  the facilities of the Ocean Engineering Centre, Department of 
Humanities and Social Sciences, the National lnstitute of Ocean Technology and the MS Swaminathan 
Research Foundation. 

itutional C 

adras is I( - --.---. 101-M xated at the Indian Institute of Technology and was established there in 1992 on 
LIIW basis of a11 U W I W I I I ~ ~ ~  with 101. In addition to the Director, there are two Programme Coordinators 
and a small team (4) of staff to provide secretarial, administrative and data base services. ces 
for the Centre are located in the new ICSR Building. On the IIT campus there are meeting l d  
guest accornodation. 

The of f i~  
I rooms ar 

4. For the preparation of course materials and conducting workshops and seminars, the Centre 
draws primarily upon staff of IIT, in particular the Ocean Engineering Centre, the National lnstitute of 
Ocean Technology and the Department of Humanities and Social Sciences. 

5. The IIT is recognized as a centre of excellence by state and national government institutions and 
they are therefore committed to using the institution as a centre for training. 101 courses and seminars 
enjoy the same recognition. 

Training Materials 

6. Of the four Cenrres esraollsnea under the UNDP project, 101-Madras has probably proauced the 
most extensive package of training materials. During the period between 1992 and the time of the 
mission in mid-1995 the Centre had conducted about 11 courses with approximately 360 participants. 
During 1995 two more courses are planned. The number of participants is expected to increase by 
about 20% over the life of the UNDP project. 

7. The courses have mainly been on coastal zone management, marine technology managment, 
marine environmental policy and non-living resources. In addition the Centre arranged for the XXll 
Pacem in Maribus annual conference the was held in December of 1994. 

8. Until recently, the courses and workshops have followed the traditional approach for 101 courses 
globally. That approach is to  base the courses on a series of lectures by a number of individuals. In a 
typical course of 5 weeks 10 or more lecturers may be involved. Lectures are interspersed with field 
trips or demonstrations of activities being carried out by varous departments of the IIT leg the Ocean 
Engineering Centre). 

Background reading material for the courses has largely been made up of articles from the 
lished literature. In some cases notes of individual lecturers are made available. 

10. In reviewing the material, the impress:ons is that the courses and workshops give a rather broad 



brush approach. The commonest observations of some alumni of the courses indicates that: 

fil the coordination between different lecturers on what they will present is often lacking with 
the result that there is repetition; 

(ii) quite often, on the one hand the background material provided for reading is not covered 
'-.-in9 the course of lectures, and on the other hand, lectures are presented for which there is no 

kground meterial provided; 

(iiil material presented, particularly in coasts1 zone managment workshops empnasized ocean 
engineering problems (wave energy calculations and design of coastal structures were mentioned] with 
less emphasis on biological and fisheries problems or on socio-economic problems. The field 
demonstrations had an emphasis on engineering problems as well, according to some alumni. 

Notwithstanding the above observations, most students indicated that the parti 
had been beneficial and had helped them in their careers-mostly by providing ir 
interest that with which they would not normally come into contact. 

icipation i~ 
iformatior 
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i on areas of 

11. The Centre is now committed to developing new course materials using the Train-Sea-Coast 
methodological approach. At present course modules on 'coastal zone management as a sustainable 
process" are under preparation. 66 modules are intended to be developed in two phases (35 and 31 
respectivelyl. Of the 35 modules under preparation for phase one, 20 have been completed. About 14 
different persons are involved in the exercise so far. If the training course planned for JuneNuly 1995 
goes ahead it will be an opportunity to test the success of the new approach 

12. The move to Train-Sea-Coast approaches is a welcome development for two reasons. It will .-,, 

help to overcome some of the criticisms that alumni raised about previous courses and it will make it 
easier for other 101 Centres to adapt the prepared courses to their own situations, since the pedagolical 
approach means the ~resentation of material is less dependent on the approach of the individual 
presenter. 

13. While exact figures were not available for the evaluator it is estimated that a majority of the 
paqicipants in 101-Madras courses are from India. Other countries of the region from which participants 
came included, for example, China, Egypt, Kenya, Fiji, Ethiopia, Korea, Sierra Leone, the Philippines and 
Sri Lanka. To some extent, the reason that 101-Madras has attracted participants from a broad spectrum 
of Indian Ocean, South Asian and Asian countries has been due to the fact that it has been associated 
with 101 for several years longer than the other Centres established under the auspices of the UNDP 
project. In fact it was covening courses before the UNDP project was initiated. As a result it has 
benefitted from the outreach of 101 globally; until now, one of the main avenues of soliciting participation 
in courses and workshops has been through the already established network of 101 alumni. 

14. 101-Madras has gained the confidence of the government of India and several state governments 
for its ability to provide training for professional staff in government departments. Within the Indian 
context therefore the outreach of the Centre is fairly satisfactory. 

15. To some extent IIT is graaually establishing itself as an important training centre in the South 
Asian region, particularly in the thematic areas of ocean technology. This will augment the outreach of 
101-Madras. Notwithstanding this observation, the Centre will need to expend considerable effort to 
establish working relationships, in its own right, with other institutions of the region. 

16. Representatives of 101-Madras have participated in several regional activities of relevance to 101. 
For example, representatives of 1011 IIT participated in a regional meeting on coastal zone management 
for South Asia which was convened under the auspices ot ESCAP and UNEP. This meeting was (7 
convened as a component of the activities being implemented in the context of the regional Action Plan 



for South Asia as part of the Regional Seas Programme of UNEP. Given the fact that the UNDP project 
for support to  the 101 Centres indicates that increased collaboration with the Regional Seas Action Plans 
and Conventions will be enhanced through the project it is important to note that in the case of the 
ESCAPILINEP meeting neither the representative of !!1 /:SI-Maaras nor of UNEP-OCAIPAC made any 
explicit effort to exchange information or foster collaboration. It is suggested that 101-Madras make 
contact with the UNEP Coordinator for South Asia (based at UNEP-Bangkok) and explore possible 
arrangements for future collaboration. This is particularly important given that the UNEP Regional Seas 
Programme intends to  convene regional workshops on coastal zone management in the future. 

17. In addition t o  the UNEP activities just mentioned, it is important to note that UNDP (in 
collaboration with IMO) is responsible for a GEF funded project on coastal zone management for Asia 
which has a coordinating unit in Manila. Possibilities for collaboration and coordination with this project 
should also be explored. So far this has not been considered. Other relevant projects on Large Marine 
Ecosystems and Marine Biodiversity are also being prepared for submission to the GEF. 

Sustainability 

18. IIT is committed to  supporting the presence of 101-Madras on its campus and the long-term 
prospects for continued in-kind support are reasonably certain. 

19. As mentioned already, the Government of India has recognized 101-Madras as a centre of 
excellence that can be used as a base for training professional staff of government departments and 
programmes. There is a similar recognition by state governments. This means that within the lndian 
national context there is a reasonable amount of security in that 101-Madras can expect that lndian 
nationals will continue to  participate in courses at government expense. At the same time, neither 101- 
Madras nor the IIT have the funds to support non-Indian nationals to  participate in its workshops and 
training courses. 

20. In the context of the above observation, one of the challenges that RI-Madras will have to meet 
is how to  sustain itself in the regional context. At the rnome~bt, the UNDP project is providing the 
fdlowships for non-Indian nationals to particpate in its programmes. When the UNDP project closes, 
such funds will have to  be obtained from other sources. Given that the project is to  close within the 
next year, 101 and 101-Madras should formulate a funding strategy for the future. In doing so some of 
the forseen activities mentioned in paragraphs 16 and 17 should be kept in mind. 

21. Most important, mentioned above are activities of UNEPIESCAP and UNDPl IMO on coastal zone 
mangement in the Asian and South Asian Regions. As a point of departure for developing a funding 
strategy, 101-Madras should make contact with these programmes and explore possibilities for 
collaboration. In addition contact should be made with the Indian Ocean Commission, the South Asian 
Cooperative Environment Programme (Colombo), and lOCl Unesco for the purpose of developing 
collaborative programmes. 

22. ey comparison to  other 101 Centres supported through the UNDP project 101-Madras is one of the 
most advanced in terms of output and preparation of course materials. At the same time more effort 
needs to be expended to follow-through with the transformation of the approach of courses and 
workshops from the more traditional 101 approach to  the more pedagocially sound Train-Sea-Coast 
methodology. While this transition is becoming more intense there is still some tendency to resist 
change. The preparation of coastal zone management modules now under way and their utilization will 
facilitate the needed transition. 
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extent to which they have ass~milated the material be~ng preserlrw III ~ourses and workshops. As a 
result, it is felt that some of the participants do not really take the courses seriously and have a 
tendency to only concern themselves with those par:s of the course for which they have an interest. 
Some of the alumni felt this resulted in a lot of absenteeism. 
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ANNEX 5: 101-Suva 
-\ 

1. The mission to Suva took place during the period of June 2-7, 1995. During the period 
extensive meetings were held with the Director and the Coordinator. In addition, conferences and 
meetings were held with: (i) Train-Sea-Coast courre developers; (ii) with the Director of Academic 
r~ann~ng and liii) the Bursar of the University of the South Pacific; liv) 101 Alumni of courses in 
Halifax, Malta, the South Pacific and Madras; (v) staff of the Fiji Fisheries; (vi) the Permanent 
Secretary of Fiji Foreign Affairs; lvii) the University of the South Pacific Extension Unit; and lviii) staff 
of the Department of Economics responsible for developing training modules on marine resource 
economics. A number of the Advisory Board Members for 101-Suva participated in these meetings. 

2. Other meetings were held with the Assistant Resident Representative of UNDP, the advisor 
to  a local coastal zone management project and an NGO concerned with Women and Fisheries. 

Institutional Arranaementg 

3. 101-Suva is based at the University of the South Pacific. It is a cooperative venture with the 
Marine Studies Programme. The Centre is established under a Memorandum of Agreement with the 
University and a memorandum of understanding with the Government of Fiji. Formally it operates as 
an independent international NGO. Notwithstanding this arrangement, at the time of the mission, 
101-Suva was not registered as an NGO; so some question remains concerning whether it enjoys 
independent status or remains an adjunct to the University. For all practical purposes, the 101-Suva 
Centre and its programme of activities are an integral part of the University of the South Pacific, in 
spite of the fact that it maintains an independent identity. 

4. An Advisory Board for the Centre was established in 1993 and its membership consists of 
several officers and faculty from the University, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of q 
Agriculture, Forests and Fisheries. 

5. Offices of 101-Suva are co-located with the Marine Studies Programme of the .University. 
The Director of 101-Suva is also the Director of the Marine Studies Programme. He is assisted by a 
Coordinator, and the facilities of the Marine Studies Programme provide the basic infrastructure of 
the Centre. The UNDP project provides funds for the Coordinator. 

6. The Centre has access to the critical mass of staff associated with the Marine Studies 
Programme. In addition it has established strong linkages with other departments and programmes 
of the University. Most notable, in addition to  the Marine Studies Programme, are the relationships 
with the Economics Department and the Extension Education Programme. 

Trainina Materials 

7.  101-Suva has produced training materials for 5 training courses since it was established in 
1993. The courses have concerned marine science, management and development of fisheries, 
coastal zone management, traditional marine tenure, coraline algae and a leadership seminar. At 
present the Centre is revising course materials that were used for courses conducted in 1994. In 
addition it is finalizing the modules for a major course on coastal resource economics. 

8. !n addition to  the above the Centre is &orking with the Extension Programme of the 
University to develop course materials for extension students of the University. The Extension 
Programme is a major programme of the University and development of training materials for 
'distance learning" is an area for which it has developed a special expertise and experience. This 
capability is something that would benefit the 101 global network of Centres. 

9. The Centre is presently engaged in adapting the materials for some of its courses to the 



Train-See-Coast methodological approach. Among these is the course on marine resource 
economics. This course was considered by the evaluator as the best model course developed by any 
of the 101 Centres, including those not supported by the UNDP project. 
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10 In addition to the training materials for shops, the Centre has supported 
some studies that have resulted in technical p i  e among these are the 'Role of 
Women in Fisheries" a bibliography that was compllea by a local NGO concerned with that subject, 
and papers on Regional Seas Governance and South Pacific Regional Organizations in the Marine 
Sector which have been presented at various conferences and in the Pacem in Maribus annual 
meetings. 

11. The Centre also maintains contacts.with a number o f  projects in Fiji and the region for which 
t provides advice and information through training materials. 

12. Formally, the University of the South Pacific serves 12 Pacific Island nations. The student 
population is about 2500. In addition, there are 6000 part-time students that are serviced through a 
network of centres in 1 1 of the member countries. 

3. In addition, the Marine Studies Programme maint, 
international programmes and institutions. These include: 

ains linka~ ges with 

- The South Pacific Commission 
-- The Forum Fisheries Agency 
-- The South Pacific Forum 
-- Australian International Development Assistance Bureau -- Canadian International Development Agency 
-- and others 

a number of regional and 

14. An observation made by contacts during a number of meetings held during the mission was 
that within the Pacific Region there are many institutions engaged in similar activities and therefore a 
number of institutional jealousies arise. This is often not a simple matter of overlapping institutional 
mandates. Problems arise because of competition for obtaining projects for the region which are 
funded by external sources. As a result 101-Suva and the University of the South Pacific must vie for 
funds from the same sources as some of the institutions mentioned above. In developing its network 
throughout the region 101-Suva has to be sensitive to such difficulties. 

15. It was forseen when the UNDP project was formulated that strong linkages would be 
maintained with regional seas action plans and conventions. In this regard, the appropriate 
programme for the Pacific would be the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme (SPREP) and 
the Apia and South Pacific Conventions. So far a collaboration between the Centre and SPREP has 
not been established. This should be pursued, particularly since SPREP is responsible for a GEF 
funded UNDP project for the region on marine biodiversity and there is potential for collaboration. 
This situation was discussed with the UNDP Assistant Resident Representative and it was agreed 
that UNDP could help facilitate contacts. 

16. The work of 101-Suva has contributed greatly to providing a vehicle for 101 to make and 
impact in the Pacific region. Of the four centres established and supported through the UNDP 
project, 101-Suva has been the most successful to-date in terms of outreach within its region. This is 
nanly due to the fact that the Centre is located within the University which is already well 

nablished throughout the region, but it is mainly due to !r and enthusiastic efforts of the 
irector and his support team. The Suva Centre serves a I for other 101 Centres. 
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16. There is a strong committment on the part of the University to support the 101 Centre and its '7 
Director. The activities of the Centre are are increasingly viewed as an adjunct to the University's 
programme of courses. In particular the 101 courses are seen as a vehicle for providing additional 
training for professionals already working in government and private sector institutions that are 
concerned with coastal and marine resource policies and management. It is forseen that future 
participants in some 101 courses will be given University credit. There are discussions underway 
about establishing a masters degree programmd the would be partly comprised of 101 course work. 

17. A major component of the Centre's budget Is allocated to providing fellowships for 
participants in 101 courses and workshops. Most governments of the region do not have the funds to 
provide fellowships for.their nationals to participate in courses. Thus, at the moment, the 
sustainability of 101-Suva, with respect to training activities, is highly dependent on the UNDP 
project. An effort should be undertaken to broaden the sources of financial support for participants 
in the project. Pursuing linkages with other regional programmes for which 101-Suva could provide 
training packages would be a priority. 

18. The University and 101 have succeeded in obtaining a committment from Japanese sources 
for funds to improve the facilities of the Marine Studies Programme. The funding is at the level of 
approximately USS10 million. At the time of the mission there were already discussions underway 
concerning how, and for what these funds would be allocated. A major component of the funding 
will go towards improving the infrastructure and facilities of the Programme, and therefore the 101 
Centre, but it is forseen that the some funds will contribute support for participation in courses and 
workshops. 

20. The Government of Fiji is strongly committed to the establishment and work of 101-Suva. 
The Deputy Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is on the Regional Advisory 
Board. 

19. Various staff of the University have contributed to the development and convening of 101 
courses. In some cases 101 has contracted staff to prepare course materials, in others, the work has 
been done on a voluntary basis. While the 101 is co-located with the Marine Studies Programme, its 
work, as already mentioned, is still viewed as being independent from the University. Therefore, one 
of the difficulties faced by some of the staff is that :he effort to support 101 has to be justified to the 
University. Since staff are encouraged to seek outside grants for activities related to the aims of the 
University, in the case of 101 contracts for developing courses there is justification. This means 
however that 101 must continually be concerned with raising the funds to support course 
development. 

20. Volunteer" work becomes more problematic. Generally, university staff are judged by their 
peers on the basis of the results of research they produce and publish and other contributions to their 
chosen field of endeavor. Course preparation is not usually seen as a form of professional 
contribution so it becomes difficult for university staff to volunteer their time if it is at the expense of 
conducting and reporting on research that will foster peer recognition. 

20. In 1993, 101-Suva, in collaboration with the Institute of Social and Administrative Studies, 
held a leader's seminar on 'Regional Seas Governance in the 21st Century". Representatives of 
government ministries and programmes concerned with marine resources participated in the meeting. 
On the basis of discussions the participants recommended that 'Fiji move awav from a sectoral 
approach with respect to maritime issues towards a more comprehensive and nationally coordinated 
approach". On the basis of this recommendation Fiji has now established a cabinet level committee 
which deals with mari.time policy issues. It is also concerned with guidelines for managment of 
marine resources, human resource development, transfer of technology and the promotion of region- 
wide marine policies. It will serve as a model for other governments, not only in the Pacific region, 
but also elsewhere. The establishment of the Maritime Committee is a major achievement and 101 



f'-- played a significant role. 
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ACFXON TAKEW/PROPOSED TO BE TAKEN OH' RF-ATIONS 

MaDE BY DR. DAlQBP ELDER 

I 
Recommendations made in the e7 report y Elder 
are listed hereafter i l z l m b t ~ - ~ ~ ~ = ,  i h  bolu A ~ ; L L S L ~ ~  for 
convenience, followed by the action takkn/propased to be taken 
by 101. Before going on to a point hy point analysis, some 
general comments may be made. 

While t h e  report provides a reasonable ebaluation of the overall 
goals and objectives of the GEF-funded ~roject, and addresses a 
number of issues relating to the Centres, it does not, in our 
opinion, adequately appreciate: 

the  
- - -  

- ! manner in which the r o l e  raining 
sector has changed, due LO 7;ne rare being 
played by regional in various global 
initiatives management; 

- I 
the role being played by 101 Ce ntre 1 

the tj 
- - - - -  

- the tremendous voluntary con+ibutiuns aehg made by 
101 Centre Directors and their staff; 

the importance of Pacem in Markbus Conferences and the 
work done h r e l a t i o n  to l the Independent World 
Commission on the Oceans in eahancing the visibility 
and outreach of the I01 syskem, both globally and 
regionally, and in integrat g the latest thinking C into 101s t ra ining programmesi 

- the greatly enhanced qualidy, interchangeability, 

lent 

relevanct effe l e s s  
courses. 

1 9diat.e Obq h t ~ u t s  and 

I 

I tB 

1.  he next Director8s and Board I4ee4ing should consider the 
recornmeadations made in this evaluation and the objectives 
and act iv i t i e s  to be carried out w i t h h  the  context of the 
UX~IIP project; on the basis of 1 this n 
collaboration w i t h  VHI)P should rev$se, WE ~e 
workplan and time-table of the proaect. 

1. The recommendations made in the levalua along with 
notes thereon, will be considered in t rectors/Vice 
Chancellors meeting to be held in l~osta from the 7-9 
December, 1995, where mJDP will alsp be represented (Agenda 
note for Directors/Vice Chancellors M e e t i n g  is at Annex I). 
As will be clear from the Agenda Note, 101 is in general 
agreement with the recommeudations made and has already 
acted on a number of them. 
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The Workplan and the time-table f&r 1996 will be revised 
where necessary and possible. 

Proiect i m l r a d a t h e i n c r  Activities 

2. n "needsw analysis for 101 courses klobally and on a tegic 
by region basis should be carried out, the result, 
synthesized and recommendations ar$imated as an input to 
future meetings of IOI Course Development C o d t e e ;  it 
should include an analysis of the/ comparative advantaues 
10: aesses for training on s p e ~ i f i c  rs 
whr ~Ilaboration should be pursued. 

I 

issue; s and 

2 .  The 101 Centres akc in the process bf carrying out regional 
consultations as a part of the work1 being done on behalf of 
the Independent World Commission o the Oceans. This will 7 result in a "needs1' analysis by July 1996 and which would 
thereafter, along with an analybis of the comparative 
advantages in training possessed by 101, be an input to the 
Courses Development Committee 

3 .  The "needs ana1ysioW r e e n d e d  al!ove should be augmented 
with r e  frequent mhands-~nn I assistance from I01 
Headparten in formalating the approaches to be taken for 
training and awareness exercises by each I01 Regional 
Centre, 

3 .  Assistance from HQ and Halifax $ already being given. 
Infact this has been somewhat enhauced since the point was 
made in Malti May, 1995 te.~. man. L=- visited I - -  
Costa Rica tw ince then). 

nccording to i v r ,  in the conre+ of the decenrralised 
nature of the I01 system, such "hands-on" assistance has to 
be: 

very light and not "centralis~dn aad bureaucratic; 
in the form of asuggestions" v d  not "directions"; 
given, on request, by any Centre (and not necessarily 
HQ) to any other ~ - - -  Centre as that makes for greater 

rativeness i ? s 
a whole. 

the nc 

4 .  This is aL~eady the case in ~alifexl where the TO1 course is 
given credit towards the Masters degree in Marine 
Management. The same is proposed for the XBA course in CZM 
for the University of Malta while steps in this direction 
are under way in Costa Rica and Stqth pacific. 101 will 
pursue this matter with the other Centres. 

4.  Follow-up on the determination / of a need for, and 
development ef credit courses in the academic institutions 
associated with 101 Centres, with 
masters-level degree course. 

a view to developing a 



5 .  IOI has been disseminating infomation about its a d i  s 
through its quarterly newsletter "+cross the Oceans' 
(circulation about 1500), the publications of other 
institutions, e.g, UNESCO/IOC and university of Rhode 
Island. In addition, 101 South ~acFfic uses W e  network of 
the University of the South ~acifip as well as its 
newsletter Pasifica; I01 Madras uses the COSTED network as 
well as the network of IIT ~a+as; 101 Senegal uses 
UNDP/COMARAF as well as the regional network of CRODT; 101 
Costa Rica uses the network of UNA! 
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T h e  whole question of what has bein done so far and what 
still needs to be done will be dis~ussed in Costa Rica on 
7 - 9 December, 1995 and appropriahe action plan developed 
for all Centres (see note in Agenda Item at Annex 1). 
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,' -- 6.  The CU mit of . t h e  !!!rain-~ea-Coast network and others 
traired in course development shodd part :e regularly 
in the course preparation efroets (of t h c  .res so  that 
the overall approach of 101 in preparing ;e materials 
at  the global and regional level is rationalized. 

5 .  For I01 globally and for each ~egional Centre, formulate a 
plan for outreach and dissemination of information, 
including prwision for linkages with other international 
and regional programmes. 

7 .  ~n consultation with the Directors dr the Regional Cenktes, 
reassess the need for a "library exchangen capability and 
take appropriate steps t o  follow up: on the findings. 

6. The participation of the CU Unit /of the TI--Sea-Coast 
network in the I01 Courses Development Committee on a 
regular basis would help in attainihg the above objective. 
The CU Unit Coordinator is, in! fact, attending the 

I 7. Consultations with the Directors of the Regional Centres 
would be caried out jn the Director i s  meeting being held in 
December ' -3sta  Rica ( ote in 1 Acrenda Item at 51: 

1) 

forthcoming I01 Directors meeting 
future participation i: irse 
discussed the1 

ion st - . -  

in Costa Rica ar" k = r  

development e 

~ t c .  a 
5 s d  

conte 

8. A draft vision statement has bee prepared and will be 
discussed in Costa Rica in f ~ r i = i m n  et=tnma-+ :- 

8. Prepare , . a t e m e r  lud& an orplanr o f  its 
context relationship UlVCI#S, ~genda --, -belated 
conventions, c nd promulgate it 
network. ; dir ate a summary 

widely through the 101 
o f  the UaDP project 

including i t s  xt, aims and i n  nded outputs, ? 
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note on Agenda Item at Amex 1). 

The VNDP Project has been sent /to a l l  Centres and so 
circulation of a summary of the same does not seem t o  be 
necessary. 

9. Prepare a wcorporate" strategy far 101 based on the vision 

a d  
I statement and formalate a workp; an and timetable for 

es to be carried out by specific Board Members. 
I 

9. 101 r m  dreadv siezed of the needl to prepare a strategic 
plan for 101. ! Executive Committee of the Governing 
Board in its n g held OR 28 ~a+, 1995 in Malta decided 
as follows: 

A draft strategic plan defining 10is "corporate" vision is  
read1 and i s  being put up in the Director's meeting i n  
Costa Rica ( d r a f t  plan in note in +eda Item at Annex 1). 
After finalisation the plan wou+d go to the  Planning 
Council and the Governing Board for approval. 

(ii) the directors meermng shbuld be aslrea zo prepare 
a draft strategic plan for frirther discussion by the  

10. Prepare a "guide" on 101s and goals and an 
"operatic - manual" fc centr n 

A 

7 establisl ;hemselves . 

Planning Council and approval 

10. A draft guden a d  operar~ona~ banuar 1s reaay ana ss 
being placed before the Disectorls Meeting being held in 
Costa Rica i n  December for discussibn and f inallsation (see 
101s strategy, goals and operational manual, i n  note i n  
Agenda Item at  Annex 1). 

of the Governing Board; 

new 

,,.,, -1 

the Ex 
11. Formulate a workplan a me$- -a mo: squent 

missions to 101 Regional Centres b 1 :ecutive Director, 
Founder and selected Board members 

i 
11. More frequent missions are dependent on availability of 

funds. To some extent this can be done by adjusting the 
UNDP Project. But the need i s  for ~ u c h  more money than can 
be found from within the UNDP Project budget and steps 
towards rais ing such " corem funds &e under w a y .  MacArthur 
Foundation, Chicago has been moved lin this regard. However - 
such funding will have to come f r ~ m  sources l i k e  UNDP as 
"core" funding i s  generally frowned upon by other donors. 
The matter i s  also being put up t? the  Governing Board in 
the meeting being held in Costa Ric;a in December so that an 
accelerated fund raising strategy can be formulated. 
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12. Develop a plan for wregionalizingf the m e m b e r s h i p  of the 
I01 B o d ,  in particular taking into account the geographic 
distribution of  101 C e n t r e s .  i 
This has already been done. The decision m a k i n g  structure 
of LO1 cons i s t s  of the Governing B o a r d  and its principal 
organ, the Planning C o u n c i l .  The pFapping Council has been 
"regionalised" by making all Directors of 101 Centres its 
members. Thus the decision maJ&g structure of 101 now 
represents a l l  the geographic represented by i ts  
Centres. 

rake action to ensure that each establishes a formal 
Advisory Cammittee which that can 
actively assist the Directors in fo-ation and 
implementation of 101 regional ac 4 ' v i t i e s .  

C IY I .  

Commil 
outre 

14. Formulate a workplan and time tab!^ gnv --C'vitiss to  be a- C& 

ttee i 
!ach at 

pursaed by each Regional Advisory 
development of regional strategies, 
fund-raising efforts. 

including the 
ztivities and 

I01 HQ encourageE Cent :o develop te 
regional strategies, ~ ~ t r e a c h  v i t i e s  and AULLU- 

efforts.  
1g 

I 

13 e above recommendations require 

i t h e  
-. *...I 

consultatians with the 

The TO1 3.1 actively pursue above recommendations 
w i t h  the ulrectors in the Costa Rica meeting (see note i n  
Agenda Item at Annex 1). 

/"- 14 ncgional Centses. 

Pine t 
.L - - 

I 
15. For each IOT regional centre detey he opi legal 

status that will ensure their long;-re- existence and take 
steps for obtaining such status for each centre. 

15. This recomme11dation requires d i s c h i e n  with the Regional 
ntres. This w i l l  be done in the /Meeting at  Costa Rica on 
9 Decmber, 1995 (see note in ~ ~ e a d a  1tem a t  Annex 1 ) .  

Sustainabil i tv 

16 .  A financial plan LUX =a ~g continuif the work of 
--ch of the centres after the tevination ok the project 

o d d  be forwtlated and implemented as soon as possible. 
,,- - 

16. *-is requires consultations w i t h  Rbgional Centres and UNDP. 
This w i l l  be a t  Costa Rica an 7-a necember, 1995 (see 
note in Agend m at Annex 1). 
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17. Prepare a brief nate describing operational procedures to 
be followed for the administration and implementation of 
the GEF project and for others where appropriate. 

I 

17. A note on the subject has prepared and is being 
distributed in Co'sta Rica (see in Agenda I t e m  at Annex 
1). 

18. The TRAIl!l-SRA-COAST Coordination /Unit should become m e r e  
actively involved in development of training materials on 
a region-by-region basis by I participating i n  the 
implementation of the "needs" analysis recommended above. 

I 
18. Action an this recommendation is to be taken by the Train- 

Sea-Coast Coordination U n i t .  101 /considers that this could 
best be done by the Coordinatoqls participation i n  the 
meetings of Directors and the C o y s e  Development C o d t t e e .  

I 
19. Take steps to improve the routine commuxticatfons linkages 

between the centres and I01 ~eadqharters, in particular by 
establisbmemt of e-mail linkages where appropriate 
(especially Malta), and more frequent use of conference 
calls involving the regional c e n e s .  

19. The problem in Malta has beed the abseno e - m a i l  
facilities at the University./ As soon his is 
available, I01 HQ will be on e-mail. 

I 
As regards conference cal ls  
hours between F i j i  and C o s t a  
an a single conference 
troubled at odd hours# 
Centres on the telephone 

Other Issues 

, dud to time differences (12 
Ricaj! ) a l l  D i r e c t o r s  cannot be 
without having someone being 
w@v/er, HQ does .ct the 
'ar as practicablt 

I 

20 .  I01 Headquarters a. L msgr0ndl Directors should 
establish contact w i t h  UNEP/OCA~PAC and subsequently the 
appropriate coordinators for spqcific regional seas 
(especially for SPREP, West Afrha, and wider Caribbean, 
rndian Ocean and Asia) and agree Jon a mechanism, activities 
ad steps for ensuring future collaboration. 

I 
2v. - h e  strategy of I01 in  its regional centres has been, 

first, to estdblisb the Centre and enhance its credibility 
within the host institution, an& thereafter to extend its 
outreach in the region. In tfle 1 last six months, the older 
Centres, viz, Madras and South Pacific have been active in 
the region while the newer C e n t r e s  viz., Senegal and Costa 
Rica have been establishing themselves in the first year 
i.e. 1995. 
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101 HQ is in contact with mile 101s China, 
Senegal, Madras and South contact with the 
Regional Seas Plan Ocean, West 
Africa and SPREP. 

The mediation of UNDP in t h i s  regakd would be very helpful 
as sometimes the co-ordinators of Regional Seas Programmes 
see 101 as a competitor for f p d s  rather than as a 
collaborator. I 
The matter will be further discuss/cd in Costa Rica so that 
a co-ordinated action plan can be ,established (see note in 
Agenda Item at Annex I). 1 

I01 would be very happy to carry lout  the analysis of the 
concerned DNbP activities and projects in cooperation with 
m p .  I 

In cooperation with UrJbP carry 

I 
TF.e original aims for the research component under the 
project needs to  be reassessed1 and a framework, and 
workplan for research effoes should be formulated. 

out analysis of D#DP 
activities and projects that are potentially related to 101 
activities and determine how collaborative linkages between 
these and 101 might be forged. 

Formulate and inIplement a p r o g d e  of evaluathg the long- 
term effect of courses incladink their contribution to 
achieving the development objectike of the project. 

I 

This requires consultation with tie Regional Centres. The 
matter will be discussed in costa! Rica and a workplan for 

TO1 has been encouraging the Cen res to use the rigorous 
Train-Seacoast evaluation format wherever possible. In f 
1992 I01 had conducted an analysis of the reactions of I01 
alumni regarding the benefits t h ~ p  had received from 101 
courses, the irnpactts on their careers and whether the alumni 
felt t h e  need far alumni refresher courses. The response 
was highly positive. 

research efforts formulated (see 
Annex I). 

The process has been carried forhard in the evaluation of 
alumni courses held since then 1 and the results of the 
alumni feedback have been reflected in subsequent courses. 

I 

note in Agenda Item at 

What further needs to be due wi in Costa 
Rica (see note in Agenda Item at 




